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Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
United Press
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Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Aftern4n, November 8, 1956

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVII No. 26

VETERAN SENATOR OUSTED BY MORTO
Permanent Teen Organization F

'Demos Assured
Congress Lead
By RAYMOND LAHR
"Jollied Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Nov. 8 aff —
Democrats were assured control
of both houses of the $5th Congress today after a brief period
of confusion when It looked
as though they were in ,tpaatAr
in the Senate.
Belated election of Republican
Thruston B. Morton over incumbent Democratic Sen. Earle
C. Clements in Kentucky made
counti n the new Senate
49 Democrats to 47 Republicans.
Key to control of that chamber
then rested with conservative

Democratic senator-elect Frank
J. Lausche of Ohio. If he decided, as he had hinted he might,
to vote with the GOP, the
Republicans would control the
Senate.
But in Columbus, Lausche said
he Would Stay'on as Ohio governor until his term. ends Jan.
14. The new Congress meets
Jan. 3. and both houses normally
organize on the first day of
the session.

So with Lausche absent, the
Democrats will have a 48-48
edge, assuming all,..her senatorselect and holdover members of
both parties are present.
The Democrats had won firm
control of the House — despite
President Eisenhower's mammoth
landslide victory over Adlai E
Stevenson.
Morton's Kentucky victory was
not determined until after dawn
today. His. margin of victory
was slender — some 5,000 votes.
There was no doubt the DemoHigh school singers from Mur(Contisised
Pasia Sour)
ray Training Scheel and Murray
•
City High School will participate
in ths ninth annual Quad-State
Choral Festival at the Murray
State College Auditorium
on
Monday, Novrneber 11.
pi This yeses Quad BC** Choral
'Feetivtil is expected to have as
WASHINGTON, Nov. 8
enrollment of over WO high Latest election
f igur es at a
school singers from Kentucky, klance:
Tennessee, Illinois, and Missouri.
Presidency
Prof. Robert Barr, voice proPresident Eisenhower had rollfessor at. MUtray State Collate ed up an 8,904,287-vote margin
will start rehearsing the massed in his landslide second term
chorus oi 9d30 a. m. At COO p.m. victory.
the groUll will be entertained by
Incomplete returns gave him
Phi Mu.
'1,91.1pha.
33,345,653 popular and 457 elecThe .cricett and broadcast is toral votes. Stevenson
had 24,(Dm hued en Page Four)
441,366 popular and 74 electoral
votes.
Congress
The Democrats had na iled
down 49 Senate and 230 House
seats for a majority in both
Houses.
Danny, Kemp, the Calloway
Counti 4-H Club Dairy champThey won 18 of the 35 Senate
ion, is watered in the Junior 4-H seats at stake and led in the
Achievement Day in Mayfield one undecided contest. With 31
today.
holdover seats, their indicated
I The young. leader is a member Senate total was 50.
of the Murray Training 4-H
The Republicans won 16 seats.
Club.
With 30 holdovers, the GOP
indicated total was 46.
The 23 House Democratic seats
were 13 more than needed for
control. Democrats were leading
in three of the undecided contests for an indicated total of
234.
A full page ad in yesterdays
The Republicans had won 198
issue of the Daily Ledger & House seats and were leading
1•Times announced a three day
in three races for an indicated
sale which is now in progress total of 201.
at the Murray Home & Auto
Governors
Stare.
Democrats had won 14 of
The sale is in observance of the 29 gubernatorial posts and
the Fifth Anniversary of the were leading in the one unstore. J. D. Murphy opened the decided contest. The Republicans
store five years ago in its pre- had won 13. With holdovers,
sent location. He has increased the indicated new division would
his inventory until he now has be 29 Democrats and 19 Rea complete line of home and publicans.
auto supplies, toys and a gift
'department. Murray Home and
Auto has completed a recent
remodeling program which slmoat doubled the floor space and
featureS modern display shelves
and tables.
The N. B. Ellis Company is
This sale features specials on
Zenith television sets and Norge continuing its Business AdjustAppliances. Mr. Murphy has just ment Sale which features through
recently taken over the Norge Saturday of this 'week a Pirate
Treasure Hunt. The sale is being
franchise In the territory.
4 This sale ends Saturday even- conducted by Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Griffith of Witchata, Kansas.
ing, November 10th.
They are associated with the
Brooker Sales Company which
has sales representatives throughout the nation.
Six hundred and twenty five
dollars worth of prizes are being
By UNITED PRESS
awarded during this sale which
Southwest Kentucky — Cloudy ends Saturday night November
and cold today, clearing and 17. At that time a drawing
cold tonight with freezing tern- will be held. Mr. Ellis says
/jperatures. Fair and cold Friday. there are no obligations. All
High today 50 to 55, low tonight you have to do is register. There
28 to 33. High Friday in mid are more than one hundred
50s.
contestants registered f o r the
prises. Each time a purchase
Sortie 5:30 a.m. temperatures: is made, one can place his votes
CovItilion 36, Louisville 40, Pa- for his favorite contestant.
ducah 17, Bowling Green 42,
The sale is storewide with
Ursine-6h 311, London 17 and drastic reductions in each deHopkinsville 43.
partment.

Singers From
NITS To Be In
'Festival

Election Figuies
At A Glance
,11111.m.1•011.11•••••••

DOW* Kemp In
Achievement Day

Murray Home & Auto
Observes Anniversary

A_

Treasure Hunt Now
Going On At Ellis

WEATHER
REPORT

Sixteen Women To
Serve In Congress

Workirig on the constitution and by-laws for the Murray -Calloway County
Teen Club are charter members of the organization who ate serving as temporary
directors and officers until a permanent board of officers is elected.
From left are Dr. Rob Mason, Paul Jerry Lee, president; Pat Beale, treasurer;
Bette Carol Lassiter, Lochie Bell Overbey, secretary; Judy Shoemaker, Melissa
Sexton, Mrs. C. B. Scott, Jerry Don Neale, Norman Hale, Airs. Rob Mason.
Standing are Tommie Carraway and Mrs. George Hart; chairman of the Youth
Conservation Committee. Mrs. Arthur Fitts, vice-president was absent at this meeting.
.
.\._._.....
Teen Club meets on Saturday
night in the American Legion
Hall and Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Hale have been employed by
the Woman's Club to be disec•
tors of the youth club. Every
teenager in the county is eligible for membership, the only
requirement is that the a g e
limit is the teens.
The Teen Club was recently
made a participating agency in
the Community Chest and will
receive its portion of the funds
derived from the united drive.
This is the first time Teen
Club has had the support of an
organization and a paid director.
It is the hope of the Murray
Woman's Club to aid In the promotion of this , youth organization, giving all teenagers a meeting place of their own to be run
by teenagers.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale are well
known and have done volunteer
work with the high school age
group. They are working with
the organizational team to perfect a program that will be of
high interest to the membership.
The officers and board directors meet in the Legion Hall at
6:30 each first Saturday night
and discuss with a committee
nem the Woman's Club departments plans for the month. There
being eight departments in the
Woman's Club, each department
furnishes hostesses and hosts for
one month. The Creative Arts
department was hostess in October. Dr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey
and Mr. and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger
served with the Teen Club as
hosts and aided the membership
in plans for the Halloween party
given October 27.
November hoses and hostesses
arc from the Music Department.
Mrs. John Pasco is chairman
and has announced that there
will be two husbands and wives
at each meeting of Teen Club.
December hostesses will be
from the Zeta Department with
Mrs. Charles Clark, chairman.
January is assignecl to the Sigma
Department with Mrs. A. G. Wilson, chirman; February to the
Deltas with Mrs. Cook Sanders,
chairman; March to the Garden
Department with Mrs. E. S. Ferguson chairman, April to the
Alpha Department with Mrs. G.
B. Scott, chairman; and May
to the Home Department with
Mrs. Nix Crawford, chairman.
The hosts and hostesses from
the Woman's Club are serving
in the capacity of host a n d
hostesses only, helping the Teen
Club members with any project
triey vote to adopt.
Please Repeat That
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. UP The following advertisement appeared in the latest issue of the
Michigan Business Women's Bulletin • "If you've married, moved
or died, please let us know."

.
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Young
Taken From Sea-After 12 DaysStarving

SOUTHPORT, N.C., Nov. 8 itff
—A haggard young fisherman,
plucked starving from the sea
after 12 days adrift with no
water and little food, told a harrowing account today of how he
lay in the arms of the dead
companion he finally tossed into
shark-infested water.
Douglas Wilson Sessoms of
Laurinburg, N. C.,s^was rescued
from almost certain dea 1 h
Wednesday by the tanker S. S.
Hess Patrol which spoted his 16foot homemade skiff — a tiny
speck on the horizon 150 miles
off Savannah, Ga.
Sessoms was transferred to a
Coast Guard patrol boat and
rushed here.
He said that he and a friend,
J. Eddie Boone, also of Laurinburg, embarked on a fishing
jaunt two weeks ago but got
caught in a nor'easter that raked
the coast. Their skiff drifted to
sea and there the drama of life

Homemaker
Activity
Underway
County homemakers activity
for this month began today when
the South Murray club assembled in the home of Mrs. Sam
Knight, and Eastside homemakers met in the County Health
Department.
The local home agent's office
released the following schedule
for the remainder of November
On the 9th NOrth Murray
meets at the home of Mrs. K. T.
Crawford at 1:30 p.m.; 12th.
Pleasant Grove with Mrs. Autry
McReynolds, 1:00 p.m.; 13th, Pottertown at the Health Dept., 1:00;
14th, Harris Grove with Mrs.
Gary Myers, 1:00; 15th. Wadesboro with Mrs. Obid Burkeen.
1:00; 15th. Dexter with Mrs.
Contrell Jones, 100; 16th. New
Concord with Miss Mary Mont-,
gomery, 1:00.
19th, Penny with Mrs. Elmo
Boyd. 130; 20th, Kirksey with
the Health Dept., 1:30; 21st, East
Hazel with Mrs. Harley Craig,
1:00: 23rd, Coldwater with Mrs.
Nobel Fuqua. 1:00; 26th, Protemus with Mrs. Billy Murdock.
1:30,
, 27th. Lynn Grove with Mrs.
Carl Lockhart, 1:30, and 29th,
Paris Road with Miss Rebel
Steely.

fisherman

and death in an open boat be9
gan.
As .his friend lay dying of
hunger and thirst, Sessoms said
he watched one ship after another appear on the horizon, but
never close enough to spot their
little craft.
Their meager supplies of three
cans of beans and two soft drinks
soon were exhausted.
Companion Goes Crazy
"Eddie got so weak he coudn't
move," Sessoms said. "Then, he
went crazy and kept trying to
get out of the boat over the
side."
Sessoms finally got Boone settled down and began figuring
out how to ration the food —
there was no water—and trying
to repair the boat's motor which
stopped after a wave washed
over it.
He removed the top from the
motor and let the rain pour into
it to wash it out. He used the
top to catch rain water —their
only drinking water during the
12 days. Sessoms tied his T-shirt
to a board as an "SOS" signal,
(Continued from Page One)
but the wind blew it away. He
replaced it with a two - toned
shirt.
Boone, meanwhile, became delirious. Sessoms, who is 20, was
himself. He
barely conscious
spent most of the time taking
care of his companion, wetting
his lips occasionally with salt
water.
Then the sharks came, in such
(Continued on Page Four)

Gubernatioriai
Races Are Even
WASHINGTON, Nov. 8 II? —
Republicans and Democrats fieished with an even number of
victories today in 28 of Tuesday's 29 gubernatorial elections,
Balloting was so close in the
29th contest that absentee votes
will determine the outcome.
Although each party captured
14 of the state houses, the Democrats scored a net gain of two.
Their candidates ousted Republican governors in five states
while Republicans upset Democratic control in only three.
Counting holdovers and Gov.
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine,
who was re-elected in September, the Democrats are assured
of control in a majority of state
capitals. They went into Tuesday's election with a 27-21 edge.
The new lineup will be 2$ Democrats and 19 Republicans with
one election—Rhode Island—still
up in the air.

Victory For Morton Assured
As Last Returns Trickle In

WASHINGTON. Nov. 8 41.0 —
Sixteen women will serve in
the new Congress, tying the
record high set in' the first
LOUISVILLE, Nov. 8 (1.11 —Resession of the last Congress.
publican Thruston B. Morton,
Thirteen incumbents and two riding the
crest of the Eisenhownewcomers were elected to the
er wave in Kentucky, today
House. Sen. Margaret Chase
Smith (R-Me) also will be back.
Her six year term doesn't expire
until the 1960 elections.
The newcomers are Mrs. Florence P. Dwyer, Republican who
unseated a Democrat in New
Jersey's 6th district; and Mrs.,
-W. T. Ziraiiiihan. a Dernoerafr'
who took over the race of her
late husband, e five-term congressman in Pennsylvania's 2nd
.
district.
They will offset vacancies in
the feminine congressional contingent created by the death of
Mrs. Vera Buchanan (D-Pa)'and
by the defeat in the primaiy
elections of Miss Ruth Thompson
(R-Mich).
All women incumbents who
Tuesday's elections, five
ran
Republicans and eight Democrats,
were re-elected.
Thruston B. Morton

Kirksey Cops Second
Win In Two Games
—The Kirksey High F.gles cup
ped their second win in as many
games Tuesday night .triming
Fulgham 54-47 with a last period
spurt.
Rob Darnell was the spark for
Kirksey, ripping the nets for 27
pOLIF.--"He- -*ás -Tortcrwert—by
Reeder with 12. Prince was high
for •Fulgham with 20.
In other county games. Hazel
fought strong Puryear to a standstill in the closing minutes of a
fracus in the formers gym, before losing 68-66. Duncan thrilled the home folks with his accurate shooting which netted 35
points.
Lynn Grove rode rough over
the Colts of Murray Training
84-48 while Alm° was stunned
by Milburn 62-56.

FBI Agent Checks
Ruined Mail Boxes
An official from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation arrived
here yesterday, presumely checking details of damage done to
mail boxes in the county Halloween ntght, according to t h e
sheriff's office.
Several farmers near Almo reconcerning
ported
vandalism
their mail boxes. The agent,
whose idenity was not disclosed,
is a native of Independence. Mo.

Murray Hospital
News
Wednesday's complete record
follows:
Census
35
Adult Beds
60
Emergency Beds
25
Patients Admitted
0
Patients Dismissed
0
New Citizens
0
Patients admitted from Monday
4:00 p. m. to Wednesday noon.
Mrs. A. G. Outland, 309 No.
4th St., Murray: Mrs . Mary
Frances Rust, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
James Alexander and baby girl.
College Station, Murray; Mrs.
Mack Sykes, Rt. 3_ Hazel; Mrs.
Randal Stimson and baby girl.
Dover. Tenn.; Mrs. Max Oliver,
Rt. 2, Kirksey; Mrs. Laminder
Lovier, 'Freeman Hotel, Murray.

Hearing Held In
Benton Saturday
A hearing on the organization
of a conservancy district on the
east and west fork of Clark's
River will be held at a meeting
in Benton Saturday. 1:00 p.m.
at the high school.
This was reported by Rudy
Hendon, chairman of the soil
conservation district supervisors
in Calloway County.
All land owners within these
watersheds are urged to attend
Eura Mathis. chairman of the
Marshall County Soil Conservation District will preside

last night, saying he had reports
of"peculiarities" in his returns
from many counties. This was
considered a hint that he might

earl G. 11.:14

ousted Sen. Earl C. Clements challenge the vaudi
Some of
(D-Ky.) from the United States the returns.
Senate.
Morton, a former congressman
Morton's victory, on the basis who resigned as assistant secreof returns from all but 261 pre- tary of state for congressional
cincts, e
-To-fs The Democratic Party affairs to rilike- The race, was
its assistant majority leader in carried along on the tide of
the Senate
President Eisenhower's populariReturns from 3.887 of 4.082 ty as Kentucky voted for a Reprecincts gave Morton 481.872 publican presidential candidate
votes and Clements 478,686.
for the first time since 1928
Atearl.ra
,rtdToi ,F
cincts are in counties in which Stevenson by more than 70.000
Morton already is leading. It ap-' votes with 85 per cent of the
peared his final margin would state's precincts tabulated. Stebe 5.000 or more votes.
venson won Kentucky's 10 elecClements' apparent defeat
would give Kentucky two Republican senators for the first
time since 1927. John Sherman
Cooper
already
has
clinched
victory over Clements' closest
political ally. former Goy. Lawrence W. Wetherby, in their race
fur the four-year unexpired term
of the late Sen Alben W. Barkley.
It also opened the p)ssibility
of Republican control
t h e
Senate, if Ohio's newly elected
Democratic Senator. Frank T.
Lausche, should vote_ with the
GOP to organize the Senate. as
he has said he might do. This
would create a 48-48 tie and allow ,Vice President Richard M.
Nixon to cast the deciding vote.
beusche said today, however,
that he would complete his term
as governor before reporting to
the Senate, making it likely it
will be organized before he arrives.
Clements refused to cencede

Many Attend
idult Class
'hi Food
Monday, November the fifth,
the first adult class in homemaking met at the Murray Training
School. Twenty-nine ladies Were
present to see Mrs., Frank Steely
and six Murray State senior home
economics
students
illustrate
ways to stretch the food dollar.
Much interest was shown by
the ladies attending the meeting.
They were: Mesdames, Dorothy
Walrnsley, Olin Moore, N. P.
Cavtit. Richard
Farrell, R u e
Overby, Maynard Raysdale, W.
Fl Elliot, Oarva M. Gatlin, Faustine Farris, Dortha Jones, 011ie
J Adair, Bob Gass, N A. Ezell,
Marilyn Brooks, Anna M a y
Owen, Juana Dodson, Ed Hendon, Festus Story. Brent Butterworth, H. L. Rogers, William
Gargus, Floy H. Jewell. F a y
Sledd, T. M. Steely. Murrell
Madry, H. M. Scarborough and
Miss Ruby Simpson,
On November the twelfth the
class will hold its second meeting. The subject will be "The
Working Wife and Family
Meals." All homemakers of this
vicinity are invited to take advantage of this opportunity to
learn more about short-cuts in
preparing family meals.

,

toral votes by 700 votes in 1952.

MHS Seniors
In Final
Grid Battle
Fourteen Murray High seniors
will long cherish Friday night,
NiTreniber 9, 1956, for its signifys the end of their high school
playing days on the gridiron.
Trigg County is the team destined to enter the memory book
of those gridders, as their final
foe and besides being able to recall in later years, that the Trigg
contest meant victory, they would
like to reebrd that a capacity
crowd saw them win. It would
mean a lasting tribute for the
youths to know that their fans
cheered for them all the way.
Coach Ty Holland expects the
Tigers to be in top condition
with the return of Jimmy Cross,
out last week with injuries. He
sees another bruising battle with
Trigg County from Cadiz. The
Murrayans should rule slight
favorites by virtue of their home
field and 13-13 tie with Caldwell
County, who bested Trigg by
two touchdowns.
Seniors appearing in the, gan)e
are: Wells Purdom, Jimmy Futrell, Robert Spann, Neale Sykes,
John Koertner, Willoughby,
Mansfiettl Farmer. Mike Farmer,
Walter Mayer, David Gage, Jerry
Buchanan, Glin Brewer, Nelson
Shroat and Carl Stout,
Game time will again be at
7:30.

Tobacco Curing
News
By UNITED PRESS
University of Kentucky agriculeural experts advised state
tobacco farmers to keep barn
ventilators closed today in all
sections.
A relative average humidity
of 45 to 55 per cent was
predicted, for the southwestern_
and south central sections. with
some cloudiness expected. In the
southeast the mw humidity today was expected to range from
40 to 50 pee cent, rising to
70 to An per cent tonight
Drier weather also is predicted
for Friday.
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Georgia Tech, Minnesota
Six Point Favorites To Win
slipped
NEW YORK elr - The meet- lege. last week's leader.
ing of Georgia Tech and Ten- to third behind Miami (Fla.).
at 101.1.
nessee on Saturday will pit the Navy's average Stands
Boston Cole.
nation's best defensive unit in Miami/at 110.2 and
the past decade against the toil/lee Et 118.8.
The Colorado Aggies. who've
scoring team in the past three
among the toe kicking
been
years.
teams all season, finally took
According to statistics released over the leadership on six punts
today by the NCAA service that averaged 46.5 yards last
bureau. the Engineers from Geor- week against Xavier (Ohiul.
gia Tech are the least scored Their season mark stands at
upon team thus far this year. 42.6 yards on 39 punts
a department they have led
the last 10 years. And Tennessee.
Kentucky High School
with a $1.3 point per game
-average. tops the --nationsBasketball
teams in scoring_
Geordecade.
past
the
During
By United Press
gia Tech has allowed its opponents just 891 points in 104 Lynn Gr,ve 84
Murray Training 48
regular-season games. or an 8.6
point average. Thus far this Lone Oak 69 Lov..es 55
season the Engineers have given Bardwell 56 Cayce 55
up an aggregate of 27 points, Milburn 62 Alin° 56
54.
or 4.5 per game. Last year they Charleston 56 Lynn County
led all major teams in this Kirka-ey 54 Fulgham 47
department with a 41 points per Cunningham 72 Arlingt.,n 52
game average.
However. the Engineers aren't
•
so tight-fisted in permitting their
Opponents to move up and down Jim
the field. Last year they were
.10th in yards allowed, while
permitting the least scoring.
and
currently are 16th in total dedewhere
first
though
tense,
tense counts the most. Oklahoma's 5.2 figure is next in

WILDCAT DRIVE by Northwestern, like this play in wit It Al
Viola (68) leaps into the air to slam down a punt, gave mighty
Ohio State rpugh going for its 6-2 win Saturday. As Cliff Pearl
(89) of Northwestern runs in, the blocked punt by Ohio State's
Frank Ellwood (24). sent the ball out of bounds, handing the
Wildcats their only two points. An Evanston, Ill., homecoming
crowd of 46,000 saw the top-ranking Buckeyes take their 16th
constraight Big Ten victory, setting a conference record for
(Internaticgsal Soundphoto)
menus* wins.

LOS ANGELES en — Pole
vaulter Jim Graham of Oklahoma A&M has voluntarily withdrawn from the US. 'Olympic
track and (ield item% to make
way for Bob Gutowski.
Head Coach Jim Kelly die
lensed Thursday pight that Graham came tO him 'after Thursday's practice meet and said he
felt he wouldn't be able to equal
his qualifying form of 14 feet.
Ilte inches because of an inju4suffered last June.
Graham told the coach he felt
Gutowski could do better at Melbourne. Gutowski. of Occidental
College, qualified as an alternate.

nil Beef389
Cello

-6ttn-f7h.
-Have

o
bBr
agk

Beef liver

Once In A Dozes
11;difrmill"

CRISCO

lb.

"."'“?

2 cans 19`
can 54

89c

31b •

CHICKEN OF TilE SEA

\

can 29

TUNA

„.."111.11.6.11•••••••.:

IffIVEITA

No. 21/2 can

HY-POWER

29

TAMALES
tzr carrying Da 1, snags
wivel H(ps) .LDH
D
Middies' first
a Notre Dame kick for a 17-yard gain in the
-Tommy
.
&VTDy
years,
12
in
Irish
the
-7--i
ore
triumph
ant
Notre Dame's
(18) on the ground fights to keep away
closes
A
Kuchta (54) as another 'fisher. Dick Prendergast,
Baltim
saw
Memorial Stadium capacity crowd of 57,773 at
Dame
urttv
Oldham score two touchdowns in handing Notre
(International Sou
straight loss of .the seal.
•

23c

Lone Oak 69. Lowes 631 . f. ,7
Milburn 62 Almo 56
Wolfe County '78 Camargey 71

Kentucky High School
Basketball
By limited Press
Charleston 50 L.von County 0
Kirlc.sey 54 Filighram 47
Cunningham 7Z ?..rlington 52
Bardwell 66 Cayce 55
Puryear (Tenn.) 611 Hazel 66
Lynn grove 84 Murray Trng. 48

Premium
CRACKERS•
1-1b. LIQX

BETTER

SPREAD

1 Betsy Layne 78 Virgie 62
'Van Lear 60 Wayland 55

I

Mattin 101 Salyersville 61
Grayscoi,62 Ezel 46

CARROTS fresh, crisp

The salsa droahig
net Wawa polo%

New Standard *Oil Station

A

9c
ROARINE 1

Minerva 59 Mayslick 52
Owingsville 76 Frenehburg 64
Maytown 58 Col Sprtngspia

4449—LEf
4 4"orx MIRAC
"
WHIP
- Miracle Whip
ISALAD DRESSING
EAST MAIN STREET

29c
15c

Sausage

SAVAAGE
Poittri MEAT

Graham.
'Makes Wav
For Gutowski

followed by Miami (Fla.). 5.3.
Tulsa. $ 7 and Penn State. Baylor
and Texas Christian. itde at
6.5 points.
For the thigel straight week,
Jggis ig total deaid' i-tense while
fenie`d
Navy is on top in rushingedefense and Colorado Aettlet is
the punting 'leader.
Mississippi's total defense ay.!
erage jumped from 149.5 to
160.4 to top the other major
schools. Tesas Als.M. jumped
front 16th to second after allowing Arkansas , only 82 yards. all
on the ground.
Navy's line held Notre Dame
to only 53 yards to take over
in rushing defense. Boston Col-

3 ws 1.00

Worthmere 11'•ACON

MURRAY, KY.
QT.
JAR

bunch 10c

4

lb. $c

CABBAGE large crisp heads
FRESH CRANBERRIES

lb. 19c

PINK GRAPEFRUIT

each 5i

CELE

49c Midwest Ice Cream

FRESH
CRISP
BUNCHES

10

%Gal. 59c

CHOCOLATE DROPS candy .. lb. 19c
2 lbs. 34f

SUNSHINE CHEEZIT

STANDARD
OIL

STANDARD
OIL /

3 Dozen Cookies

Flavorkisk

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES . . . 29c

EALER

29c

FIG BARS
TONY

1/2
fREE

DELIVERY

Ga

69c

Dog Food 3Cans 25C II

4

•

N
SO
HN
JO
GROCERY ywti roa

'

waftoduggft,-

7••

12-oz. pkg.

Belle Meade

.11

•

,
••••••-•.,•.7••••itre17••••••••••••••••welsiEme••••*

1•10777
.70

•

- •••••••••••

•
'74
•

1956

•
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Belk-Settlq Company
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
51 GAUGE - 15 DENIER

SAVE!

!ac5c

NYLONS

First Quality
Fast Color
36-inch Width

PRINT

can 5

•

FLANNEL

• NEW FALL SHADES
• SIZES 81/2 to 11

ns 19°

MEN'S ALL WOOL

00

2 pairl

• FIRST QUALITY
117

SUITS

JUST ARRIVED!

3yards

WOMEN'S

1

a

• 2 or 3 BUTTON MODELS
• VENT BACK
• PLEATED TROUSERS
• FLAP and PATCH POCKETS

corroN

DRESSES

00

• SIZES 33 to 46
Reg. - Longs

• PLAIDS. PRINTS • SOUDS
• WASHABLE
• JUNIORS, MISSES and HALF SIZES

MACHINE WASHABLE

395

CORDUROY

Shop Early For Saki *lection

1 00
Yard

Floral& or Solids
Specially Priced

• COLORS — Md. Grey - Charcoal Black
Charcoal Brown - Charcoal Blue

WOMEN'S FLANNEL

198

FIRST QUALITY, Solid or Strip.

!.ach Si

1 00
for

WOMEN'S FLANNEL

PAJAMAS

TOP QUALITY SPRING KNIGHT

SHEETS
81x108

811E99
72z108

CASES (42z36) ea. 49c

i9c

lbs. 34

n Cookies

...

)
: COLORED
- • SHEETS
tiO

•'ALL SIZES

WOMEN'S RAYON

SWEATERS

2for 5.00

395

PANTIES

5

SLEEVELESS
PAIR

SWEATERS

1
.
00

Wide Selection

395

.•

• 5 Colors
• Knit Collars and
Cuff in Nylon
• Sixes 38-50
Regulars - Longa

UNION SUITS

COVERALLS

SUEDE
LEATHER

1595

MEN'S ONE PIECE

MEN'S

MEN'S

Sizes SIMS

MEN'S

SPORT

SHIRTS

• Bi-Swing Back
• 2-Way Zipper
198

• Hickory, Stripe
BOY'S BLUE

•

MEN'S ORLON

SHOP BELK-SETTLE BASEMENT FOR ALL WORK CLOTHES BARGAINS!

• Grey Herringbone

2095

TWO PIECE

JEANS

1950

.47

Jackets
5t"
4

• MEDIUM & DARK SHADES
• SIZES 34 to 48 - Reg., Longs

345°

29c

2.51

• IVY LEAGUE STYLES
• TWEEDS. FLANNELS

SLIPOVER

I-oz. pkg.

. . 29c

SPORT COATS

• TWEEDS
• MILIUM LINED
• FASHION COLORS

WOMEN'S ORLON

SPRING KNIGHT • 81:108

lb. 19c

MEN'S TOP QUALITY ALL WOOL

COATS

295

17

81.88

WOMEN'S WINNER

_ GOWNS

ch 10c

TOWELS

$39.50
•A

DRAPERY

lb. 19c

2950
With 2 Pair Pants

44 to 48 INCH WIDTH

lb. $c

Shorts

Yard

• Wide Selection Colors
• 39 Inches %Vial*

-

UNIONS

4'5

129

Sizes 36 to 46

Sizes 6-16

Regulars - Longs

SHIRTS aiid
DRAWERS

14-9
Emil

• Dan River Plaids
• Rayon Gabardine
• Oxford Cloth
• Ivy Leagues
• Sizes S-M-L-XL

Sizes S

Men's All Wool

FLANK'.
SLACKS
1095

Men's Long Sleeve
ORLON or
LAMBS WOOL

SWEATERS

595

Others .. 12.95-14.95
• Pleated Fronts
• All Colors
• Sizes 28 to 42

Sizes S

•

•

•

•

M - I.

M-L

WP

•••••44.11.

••••••••*•••

-

•
`0••

-

•••••••.•

••••r4144•1****44••••••40*/*
404444
'
1 4110.• •
,

41. ..••••••••••••••-•10.
•••••••

•
•
••••*•••,••••.•,,•- ••••.-

- • -***-••••••••••••••,,

•••••.

--

•aro---;.-.....ieeenitessft

•

Women's Page

Club News
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Aolivigas

1Demos

I

(Continued from Pag• One)

crate would be in command
of the House when the new
Congress meets in January. They
had elected 23 members and
lee in -three undecided races
for an indicated total of 234,
13 over a majority. They hold
331 seats in the expiring ConThe Golden Circle and Shin- gress.
Mr and Mrs. Philip A Harding
The Republicans had elected
Light Sunday 'School Classes
ing
,.f Puryear, Tenn. announce the
198 members and led in three
Church
the
of
Baptist
Memorial
engagement of their daughter.
undecided races for an indicated
! held a joint meeting at Judy's total of 201.
Miss Ann Harding, 112 Monroe
1
, Beauty Shop on Tuesday, NoJerry
to
Va.,
Alexandria,
Avenue.
Never be/ore has a president
6,
seven-thirty
o'clock
at
vember
formerAlexandria,
Mac Jones of
been elected by a landslide maIn the evening.
ly of Hazel. and the son of Mrs.
jority as Mr. Eisenhower was
1
Mrs.
and
Nolan
Adams
Mrs.
this week and failed to carry
Louise Jones of Rockford, Ill.,
!Betty Compton were hostesses his party with him into control
and the late Bomar Jones gt
for the meeting. Mrs. Thyra of both houses of
Congress.
Hazel.
i.'raw ford presented an inspiraTn I$48, 18713 and 1884 when
Miss Harding was graduated
led
prayer.
in
tional
and
devotion
the president's party lost one
from Puryear High School in the
The president of the Shining or both houses of
class Of 1955. She is now employCongress,
bight Class, Mrs. ICenneth Owens, the man elected actually polled
ed by the Nays in the Seemilt,i
rresided at the meeting. Plans less than a majority of the
Service Division.
vere made for a Christmas party popular vote.
Mr. Jones was graduated trout
for both classes to be held at
Returns Swell Majority
Hazel High School in the class
he Woman's Club Mouse on
Late returns continued to swell
of 1954. He is now serving an
ruesday,
11.
December
Husbands
the majority by which Mr. Etapprenticeship in Masonry withi
ire invited and gifts will be ex- senhower won his second term.
employment in the District
:hanged.
• The latest United Press count
Columbia
Committees for the party are in the presidential vote gave
The wedding w U take place
Mrs Nolan Adams and M r s. Mr. Eisenhower 33,345,853 and
on Fricia). Novenit,er 16. at six
Pete Farley, entertairunent; Mrs. Adlai E. Stevenson, the defeated
o'clock in the evening at the Del
Roberta Owens and Mrs. Emma Democratic candidate, 24,441,366.
Ray Baptist Church in AlexanSholar. decoration.
About 6 per cent of the predria, Va.. with Rev. H. C. Gulley
During the social hour quiz cincts in the nation were still
redaing the ceremony. Relatives
games were conducted by Mrs. untallied.
and friends are invited to attend.
With his margin mounting toFarley. Refreshments were served
by the hostesses to the fifteen ward 9 million, Mr. Eisenhower's
plurality was second only to
members present.
• • ••
that of 10,797,090 polled by
President Roosevelt over Alfred
M. Landon in 1938.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Glees
A
son,
Gary
Wade, weighing
The electoral vote count
Eldridge of Hamlin are the parseven
pounds, was born to Mr. 4157 for the President and wa
3
74
ents of a daughter. Martha Jane,
and Mrs. Homer Wade Ahart of for Stevenson, with 266 needed
weighing six pounds 2te ounces,
Dexter on Tuesday, October 30, to win.
born on Monday. October 29. at
Miss Fairia Maxine Jones
at the Murray Hospital.
Politicians were still seeking
the Murras Hospital.
••••
explanations for the contrast be••••
Kirksey,
2,
Route
of
Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Colon 0.
TO GET VIOLATIONS
tween the GOP presidential vote
Mrs_ A. G. Outland 15 a patient
daughter, Fairia Maxand the Democratit congressional
at the Murray Hospital. She has announce the engagement of their
! KANSAS CITY, Mo. SP — The vote.
been in for some time at her ine, to Billy Norman Carlisle. son of Mr. and Mrs. John 18-man
Popularity Above Party
policy-directing council
home on North Fourth Street and Carlisle of Route Six, Mayfield.
o the National Collegiate AthRepublican National Chairman
was taken to ilk hospital on
letie Association will receive a Leonard W. Hall confessed that
Monday.
Miss Jones is a graduate of Kirksey High School, report on infractions Nov. 12-13 Mr. Eisenhower's "popularity is
'
Tele• •. •
Bell
Southern
class of 1955. and is employed by the
in Detroit and consider legislative far above that of the .party."
James Rickie is the n a me phone Company in Mayfield. Mr. Carlisle is a 'graduate . proposals for the NCAA con- Sen. Andrew J. Sehoeppel, chairchosen by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
vention in St. Louis in January, man of t h e GOP , senatorial
'of Symsonia High School, class. of 1952, and attended
Robert Knight of Benton f o r
State College. He is employed by Whayne Sup'Murray
their son, weighing six pounds
Company of Paducah.
eight ounces, born on Monday, ply
Ck-otber 29,-11 the Murray HospiA spring wedding is planned.
tal.

.. . Mose 694-M-4 or 763-J
Jo Burkeen. Editor.

21Iiss Ann Harding,
Jerry Mac Jones
To Be Married

Woddisqp

Locals

i.foiat Meet Held By
!Memorial Classes
Tuesday Evening

Jones-Carlisle Eneagement

Personals

PERSONALS

-

-9 SWAMI SALE
MAXWELL HOUSE

10

Luncheon Meeting •
Held By Methodist
WSCS On Tuesday

Starving • ••

Laud Transfers

I

„' •
i:GEL

FURNITURE NIANUFACTUREP

69Fb
2-lb. bag

Ow's

aRAHAm

IllgerS.

U.S. GOOD

39c

LBS

,

Mrs. Mary Brown was hostess gram was Mrs. Brown who dis•s
for the meeting of the Jessie cussed the health problems.•
Ludwick Circle of the Woman's schooling, and religious training
of the children of Hung Kong,
•
China.
Mrs. Charlie Crawforcia gave
••
the devotion on "Christiaff Idlowship" using the fourth chap(Contleued from Page On.)
ter of Ephesians as her scripture,1 ,
The new president, Mrs. L. A.
scheduled at 7:00 p.m. Monday Moore, presided at the me4tb.
evening. The public is invited.
The opening prayer was l
The singers from M u rray Mrs. B. F. Scherffius.
Training School are: Tommy
During the social hour a pretty i . .
Marshall, John Shroat, Georgia salad plate and hot tea w a a:..
Ruetta
Falwell,
Speight, Ann
served by the hostess to the seven,.
Overby, Anita McDougal d, members present.
.
•• • •
Gwynn Blalock, Evelyn Oglesby,
*
Jerry Shroat, Mike McCasey,
Walter Steely, Ga r y Beshear,
Chris Miller, Polly McDougal,
Dan Gardner, Ralph Oliver, Jerry
Wallace, Joan Carroll, Sonya
(Continued from Page One)
Jones, Rosalee Billington, David
Colley, Phylis Gibbs, Roberta
The Woman's Society of Chrisnunibers that they pounded their Hendon, Glenda McNutt, Billy tian Service of the First Methoand
bottom
the
heads against
Mayfield, Gayle Outland, Patricia dist Church held its, regular meetsides of the boat. "The sharks Overby, Janice Phillips, Janice ing in the educational building
the
was
and no water — that
Suiter, Billy Thomas, Anita Har- of the church on Tuesdil Noworst part," Sessoms said.
gis, Joyce Speight, David Grey, vember 6, at eleven o'cilkic)in
Boone Dliss
Jamie Don Washer, Shirrell Gar- the morning.
Six days after they were set gus, Robert Burton, Ralph Oliver,
"The United Nations" was the
adrift, Boone died. Sessoms laid Robert Hall, Jimmy Thompson. theme of the program presented •
his body in the bottom of the
by the members of the Mattie.i
The singers from Murray City Bell Hays Circle with Mrs. George
boat. "Finally, I got so weak I
Pat
arms.
Adair,
his
in
Oeanna
School are:
laid down
E. Overbey as the leader.
"For two night I lay in his Beale. Regina Blackwood. Joyne
Mrs. Overbey gave the devo- •
arms. Then I pushed him over." Chadwick, Pat Cole, Ann DougAlone, Sessoms spent the last lass, Gayle Douglass, Rosanne tion and prayer followed by a
four days in a twilight zone be- Farris, Glenda Hughes, Martha lovely vocal solo by Mrs. Howard
tween unconsciousness and semi- Jones, Betty Carole Lassiter, Lois Olila. Miss Frances Sex*, Mrs.
consciousness, watching when he McClure. Pamela Mahan, Sandra Gingles Wallis, and Mrs. Robert
could for a rescue ship.
Miller, Alice Marie Morton, Car- Young discussed the "Trusteeship
"I gave up hope once, but I ole Outland, Mary Lee Outland, Council" of the United Nations.
The president of the WSCS,
kept praying to the Lord and Lochie Belle Overby, Rhalea Panhope came back."
key, Annette Parks, Melissa Sex- Miss Mettle Trousdale, presided
Sessoms made one pledge from ton, Brenda Shaw, Deanna Story, at the business meeting. Various
Millie Van Meter, Carolyn Wallis, reports were made. District ofhis hospital bed:
"Good Lord, stay with me, I'll Sammye Wilkerson, Fredd a ficers present were Mrs. Melton
Farley, Marshall of Hazel, treasurer, and
Brunietta
never go again. What I can't Workman,
walk across, 'I'll never cross."
Marian Ferguson, Linda Toon, Mrs. Palmer, area chairman. Two
Eileen Rohedder, Sandra Ham- members of the Goshen WSCS
rick, Sarah Jones, Elsie Love, were also guests of the kurray
Brenda 'Brandon, Carmerita Tal- society.
Lunch was served in the baseent, Sandra Evans4 Clarice Rohedder, Nancy Sykes, Don Bux- ment of the church to approxiJ. L. and Sallie Fulton to H. ton, Harry Sparks, Neal Sykes, mately sixty-five persons present
B. and Onlna Fulton, 55 acres, Dale Vance, Glen Brewer, Mike by the members of the Morning
Circle and Circle I.
Rockas, and Walter Meyer.
exchange.

ROUND
STEAK

POTATOES

College Pres•

of the
Mrs. Mary Brown Is 1 Association
byterian Church held on Tues..i:
,erantootnw.o-thirtyg.._
alt
,d,,acyl,,ckNovember
Hostess For Jessie
tthe.
Ludwick Circle
Presenting the informative pro...

TruCklOadl

SALE

U.S. NO. 1 WHITE

campaign committee, said he was
still trying to figure out why
the President could win so easily
while some of his most staunch
supporters w ere de-seated in
senatorial contests.
House Speaker Sam Rayburn
said the Democrats won majorities in Congress because "the
people just don't like the Republican Party."
Having elected majorities in
both chambers, Democrgtic lesdera were anxious to retain control of the congressional mach'inery which they won back
from the GOP two years ago.
They were understood to be
trying to reach and persuade
Lausche, who has always kept
leaders of the party organization
at arms length, to stick with
them in organizing the Senate.

22' PECANS

FLOUR

14b. box

Sunshine

Southern Paper Shell
Lb.

47c

Lb.

53'

English

HI-HO CRACKERS 33'
Pure Pork

Fresh Side

SAUSAGEPORK
29c PICNICS
PICNICS
GRAHAMS 33'
SLWE'D or
PIECE

Lb. 39C

Fresh - 2 to 4 ibs.

Smoked - 4 to 8 Tb. avg.

Lb.

1-1b.

Flavor-Kist

Bulk

HONEY

n

1-LB. A
MILD L-17

MORTON'S SAUSAGE

SUGAR CURE s1.20 SEASONING
r

60F1,

2-PIECE SUITE
As Shown in Nylon or Wocd

Sliced Rindlese

Fresh Sliced

PORK LIVER Lb. 19 BACON
CHILI STICKS 49c BACON

Only $26950

C

1-1b. roll

All Meat

Thick Sliced

2-Piece Kroehler SOFA BED
Suite, Double 'Construction Unit

TRADE-1N

CLOVER MAID

HONEY $1.29i

YOUR OLD SUITE

JAR

4

AND YOUR
OLD SUITE

Special Offerl

ts
FEASY.LPRNITTE !

ONE BAR LUX

All
•

•
•

4

•

.•
4

i

•

- •••-•••••••••••vai.~111•10•4•40.04••• •P'
.••••,..•••••,..•••••• •••••••-....,,3.0,111ftlrenr•IVWFOI, ...7•••••••,..••••••••

•irip•-••••••••••111,10.41•Fw
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MINDSZENTY IN BUDAPEST

liege Pres.
on Tuestwo-thirty
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native proa who disroblems,
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our it pretty
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:o the seven

FOR .A

ryiNtTFD grATE
CS Amt. Pot
(-

11P

Bting
odist
esday

In the baseto approxisons present
the Morning

PEKNII'
Out of each dollar you spend in a Kroger Store
after paying for merchandise, salaries, rent, etc.,
only • little more than one penny* is left as profit.
This lie used to pay share owners for the use of their
money and to reinvest in Kroger Stores and equipanent.
By feeding millions for a penny Kroger, as a part
of the food chain industry, helps America Live
Better for Less.
*1 2/10t Last year
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BEEF SALE! Choose From 2 Grades - Fine Quality or Thrifty!
5Cb1gnC1,1"
lb. 251
23c
PORK LIVIEte .....
SNOUTS.'
PORK
.. . lb. 25c
S
KIDNEY
PORK
lb. 29c
•
HEART
PORK
lb. 25c
TAILS
PORK
. lb. 46c
.
SPARE RIBS

"Widget
palace
JOSEF CARDINAL MINDSZENTY Is shown at doorway of his
In Budapest on his triumphant return to the capital after being
released from Communist captivity by armed Hungarian soldiers.
Ons of the 40 rebel soldiers who freed Mindszenty from forced
(filisrwatioseJ Radiophoto)
retdence in Retsag is at left.

10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
The Tigers of Murray High will entertain the Hopkinsville eleven here tomorrow night in the top tilt of
Western Kentucky play. Ty's Tigers, gunning for their
seventh straight win of the season are trying to get back
to the form displayed against Mayfield and Bowling
Green after a disappointing game against Sturgis last
'meek.

On Sunday, November 3, the children, grand-children
and Lwo great grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. John Key
gathered at the Key home to celebrate the birthday of
Mrs. Key.
Mrs. Key received many nice gifts and many beautiful flowers.
The eight o'clock Ag Club was delightfully entertained at bridge by Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Grogan on Oc:tober 30. High score prizes were awarded Mrs. Paul Robbins and Cartnen Parks, and the -consolation prize t
Paul Robbins.
A dessert plate was served to those present.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark, Chicago, Ill., announce the
arrival of a. boy born Octqber 26, weight 7 pounds and
five ounces, name Rodney Alan.
Mrs. Hilda White Ellis and daughters were in Providence, Ky., over the wek-end visiting relatives.
—-

Rupert. E. Stivers

C

BEEF
Lb.

EMBOSSED
_ 15 In. Wide —

1NLY 99c

PiNTO
BEANS
25-lb. bag

2.39
Great

Northern
BEANS

FINE

THRIFTY

BEAUTIFULLY

QUALITY

Lb.

25-lb. bag

GROUND BEEF 3 lbs. $1 smokw plows

HICKORY SMOKED

lb. 37C

Country Hams
lb. pkg. 35t Dressed Whiting .5 lb.79 12-15 lb. 89c lb.

BOLOGNA

$2.69
Sunflower

CORN
lb. 85c MEAL
SA.bag 39c
$1.49 1O-lb. 69c

WHY PAY MORE? Enjoy -Spotlight for jM.h1W ollikki-ti.10.91

i,-_,OfFEE

*FILL

•act,t.i0

PIRW. — SING SIZE! SPOTLIGHT (Makes 128 Cups)

Itistatit Coffee
49c AVONDALE
4
Pork&Beans
Red.Pinto and
2lbs.
39c Great Northern
Margarine

Heads U.N.Group

8 01.

D.S.C.
Chiropodist - Foot Specialist
announces that his office will
be

CAN

BRAND

CHIEF

Professional Bldg.
Ph. 225
204 So. 5th St.
Murray, Ky.

JAR

16 0Z

"MR

CLOSED THURSDAYS
except by appointment
beginning Nov. 1st.

otA.DiCATE

UCKROA
CH3

SNACK
TRAYS

LARGE GRADE "A" U.B. t,OV'T INSPECTED

Kroger Eggs Dffluksi.

4 0 ikt,
.

55c BEANS
67c
69c
33ICobbler
16-oz. can

THE DESTRUCTIVE TE^'

Apple Nector

FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley.
Phoss• dAl

Kelley's Pest
Control

agc

COFFEE CAKE
DN.

RALPH .1. BONCHE (above)
was named head of a three-man
*watch dog" committee to report on compliance by Britain,
France and Israel with the
United Nations General Assersbly's resolution for a cease-Fre
in Egypt. Other members of the
;pedal Middle-East group pre
U.N. Undersecretary Ilya S.
Trhernychev of Russia and Conirtantin A. Stavropoulos, Greece.

Local Manager
WANTED

Roll Butter

KROGER

Kroger

lb. 25c

HONEY GRAHAMS
Junket

QUICK FUDGE MIX

Ice Cream
Zip Crackers
37c

CLUB

12z. 31a

The Grand Nationtd Flqpr

5 lb. bag

PILLSBURY

COUNTRY

Green Giant - 303 can

2 can

SWEET PEAS

NLW KR OGER Snack Crackers

49C

•

Tomato or Chicken Noodle

LIPTON SOUP
Pole cruhed - No. 2 can
PINEAPPLE

V.S. NO. 1 LOUISIANA

3 pkgs. 39g
31c

01111

NOW AT A NEW TIME

see 'Highway Patrol'
10 p.m. Every Thursday

3 lbs 25t

-.-.-

HICKORY HILL - Thick Slice

To handle collection of delinquents accounts.
Age no limit. Prefer man at least 50 years old.

BACON - - lb. 59c
TUNA ..... 29c
ICE CREAM - - -.79c

2 can
1
.STARKIST - /

R. 11. GHOLSON

VI-GAL.

SEA LTEST
West Ky. Credit Bureau
P.O. Box 72

I/2 Gal.

1

KFVS-TV — CH44INEL 12

If interested write, giving particulars, to

Paducah, Ky.

GOLDEN DE4ICIMS

IDAHO Bon.ING

APPLES
39c

POTATOES
10169c

aaimpromil

•

_

S.

.-1
•

lo•ow-

7

lb.

.
1OC

U.S. NO. 1

Potatoes
50-LB. BAG

$1.29
FLORIDA

Oranges
250 size

Dozen

29c

,ed

-

,

•
•
' •L

4

•41

-.*Airaweispegineeees
r elow-ermaiwe•Wee4s4 4•••• e•
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WANT ADS
rvii
uk t
responsible
couple willing to keep this home
fl
excellent condition. Phone
N9P
GOOD FRAME not SE. 4 acres131-W.
of ground, young orchard. on 3 ROOM APARTMENT. Hot and
Irvin Cobb Resort Road. Phone ,G.old water. 414 North Sth. Call
ID-8-3448 days.
NOP 20,55,
N8C
9X12 GREEN Wool Rug in good
rendition. Phone VII."
NBC
1

FOR SALF

[1TVANTED to BUY

NOTICE

464"

500 GALLON Butane storage
above ground tank. White House
Grocery. phone 926-W.
NBC

MoNUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
HELP WANTEDJ
Manager. Phone 121.
D12C
FOR YOUR INSURANCE needs UNEXPECFED CHANGE makes
contact Wayn,e Wilson, State available good Rawleigh business
Farm Agent, phone 321.
NI1C in Calloway County or city of
Singer Sewing machine repre- Mureay. Splendid business secursentative in Murray. For sales ed in this district for 30 years.
service, repair cont..ct Leon Hall, Exceptional opportunity for right
1617 Farmer Ph. 1922-M TFC man. See or write Ola Lee Derrington, Syrnsonia, Ky., or write
PROTECT YOUR HOME winter Rav:leigh's. Dept. K.yr-1090-201.
and surnmer with Alhom Alum- Freeport. 111.
1TP
inum Triple - Track combination
storm-screen windows -and doors. EXPERIENCED Waitress wanted.
D1C Apply in person. The Hut. 15th
Buoy Building Supplies.
and Olive.
N1OC
ONLY ONE Garage Door bears
this famous trade mark "Overhead Door". See at Bucy BuildLOST & FOUND

IN APPRECIATION
We wish to thank our many friends and customers for

1=1=MIlb

their expression of good will on our' 3rd ANNIVERSARY. We also appreciate your patronage down the
years. We will continue to strive to give you the

Reg. 3 For

FOUND: Blue tick hound See
John Henry. 100 Spruce Street.
Also I lost a black and t a n
hound. Please notify if found.
1TP
•in-1
doors
09.50
• LOOK. Alum
stalled. Windows $14.75 up. LOST: SAMPLE - MASON shoe
Manufactured by Weather Mas- with toe cut away. Black kid
ter, Campbellsville, Ky. Home 'eather. Call Charles T. McDanComfort Company, 18th at Main el. Phone 1077-W.
N1OP
N1OP
St. Phone 1303
LOST: Beagle hound. medium
,ize. Bill Davis.. phone 1706-W
PIM RENT
N1OC
Brown & tan male hound.FOUR 100M unfurnished house Disappeared
from home Tuesday
with three Porches- On school !noon Finder notify Porter Hall,
bus route. One mile east of Ehn 201 Irvan. phone 1342-W. NIOC

25c.

WASHED WHITE 0

POTATOES

SOUTHERN QUALITY

DUZ
Giant

dalPer

PASCHALL CLEANER'S n o w
open for •bpsiness. Been closed
due to illness. Free pick-up and
delivery service. Call 87. N17C

best in Quality and Service.

CAMAY

69c

Pie Cherries

39c

2 CANS

oxYpoL

r

- 30c

TIDE

30c

10-Lb. Bag

MAXWELL
HOUSE

GREEN - FIRM

COFFEE

CABBAGE

DELMONTE

CATSUP

39c
LB.

19c

14 OZ.

FURNISHED APT.. stoker fed
furnace heat. Private bath. at
304 South 4th, one blbck soutp
of Post Office. See Mrs. b. F.
Berry at 300 South 4th. or call
N1OC
103.

CARD OF

THANKS

We wish to express oud deepest
thanks and appreciation to every
one who was so thoughtful and
kind to us during the illnega and

JOY

WOMEN CROSS INTO AUSTRIA -

3 OZ. CAN

CAMAY
Bath 2 For

APPLES

Chum Salmon

39c

drath uf out IL2,c1-1

MODERN, LIKE NEW 3 bedroom May God bless you all is our
home 1 mile from cilj, limits. prayer.
Mrs Clay Wells & Family
Near college and country club.

5c

RED COOKING or EATING

-

Grove Church. Phone 525-W-1.
N1OC

4

25c

29c

2 LBS.

Fiwys
Pure Lard

SMOKED SHORT SHANK

4-Lb. Carton

SPIC & SPAN

25c

25c

.59c

LAAGE

PICNIC
HAMS

3-Lb. Cabo ILI

291

89c

4

CRISCO

—NO

Charge For Slicing-

39c

3 Lb.

FRESH PORK

BRAINS

CHEER

30c

1-Lb. Cup

19c

FLUFF°
3 Lb.

89c
BIG BROTHER

IVORY SOAP
A

WOMAN PUSHES a baby in a baby carriage across the border
Hlingary into Austria as other women follow. One has a
(biterhational Radiophoto)
telongings on a bic ke.

LAST TIMES

TONIGHT —

I—KATHRYN

GRAYSON
in "THE VAGABOND
KING" with
RITA MORENO

FRIDAY&SATURDAY

2 VIOLENT SHOCKERS as

MULLS
and MOBSTERS make the Headlines'

4 for 23c
2 for 19c
2 for 29(

PERS. MED.
LARGE
L

SUNSHINE
Krispy Cratkers
1 Lb.

26c

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE
7-oz.
2 for 25c

HIPOLITE

29c

STARCH 15c

COT RITE
WAX
6.27c
PAPER •aw

SNOWDRIFT 3„ 79c

POPS RITE

POPCORN
1 Lb.

19c

LINIT

DREFT, giant
LAVA
IVORY
NOW

BROADCAST

29c

VIENNA SAUSAGE
POTTED MEAT

PAR

.•

• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

2 for 29c
2 for 19c

M & M CANDY I VIETTI
Large

69c
10c

30C
2 For

28c CHILI 27c

REYNOLDS

UYA

WRAP
29C

3 For

250

• Food
Market
• F riendly Courteous Service

•

V

• Phone 1061

1'
•
•••••

•
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Southern
Housewives
Good Bakers

THEYV 'ALL RUNNING FOR CONGRISS'
4

PAGE SEVEN

Items as well as biscuits, The
housewife can use self dicing
flour for any recipe calling- fur
flour. In the case of self rising,
the need for adding baking powder and salt is eliminated since
self rising flour already has these
Ingredients mixed in. Yost said.

American Olympic Athletes
Face Difficult Training
By BOB MCKOWEN
United Press Sports Writer
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (01 —
Col. John Woodruff, who cap-

-Files Bring
Forth Oddities
. WASHINGTON in —What does
a bureaucrat keep in his files?
Employes of the Thomas Paper
Stock Co.. a waste paper concern,
poked Friday through some discarded files of the Commerce Department.
Among the reams of dusty letters, they found:
A document signed by Andrew •
Jackson.
A German Bible dated 1619.
A pair of rubber gloves.
Dpzens ot empty instant coffee
jars. , .
A paper napkin bearing a
man's address enscribed In lipstick,
--

lured a gold medal in the 1936
Olympics at Berlin, said today
American athletes participating
in this year's games 'at MelSouthern housewives, on the
bourne are faced with an unusual
average, bake 520 times a year,
according to Frank Yost, general
most frequently mentioned source training problem.
Woodruff, a former running
manager of Hopkinsville Milling
was "told family or friends" great at the
University of PittsCompany. Mr. Yost bases this
recipes — 85'; Printed media burgh who was
only a freshman
statement on the results of a
Grade Plait (D)
Keay (0) Coya Knutson (D)
such as newspapers, magazines the year he
beat the best halfsurvey recently made by an inIDAHO
*. .MINNESOTA
YOWL
were
mentioned
44'S
of
the
time.
NEW
milers in the world in the last
dependent research organization.
Olympics before World War II,
The survey was conducted in
pointed out that trackmen usually
eleven southern states and the
reach their top condition by
women interviewed represent a
August.
true cross section of all house"This will be the first time
wives in the area by economic
in the history of the modern enough they vm.n't be ready,"
level, family size, urban a n d
Olympics that our boys have he said.
rural residency and race.
been faced with the problem of
He said he had never run
Home-baked goods are served
being in tiptop condition with into anything like it himself but
by the southern housewife on
less than six months rest.
predicted that "our boys are
the average of every other meal,
Credit. Training
not going to be at ,their best."
week after week, throughout the
Woodruff, knowq .as Long Jolin
"Of course," he pointed out,
year. Every week she bakes one
in his top running Says, now "almost everyone else will be in
cake, and one pie, usually one
heads the military department the same boat."
Leepor Sullivan (D) Edith -•
iv Roger
batch of muffins. Every week
s (R)
at West Virginia State. College
, Kuth. St. George (It)
Predicts U. S. Victory
MISSOURI
she
bakes
three
batches
of
bisMASSACHUSETTS '
at nearby Institute. He followed . Woodruff thinks the United
NEW YORK
ea*
cuits and corn bread. alone, Yost
his Olympic performance by es- States will win again because
says.
tablishing several world records -we have the best' system be
before entering military service the world."
He also said that in striving to
at the outbreak of World War
fulfill the role of good cook and
"The competition in our col11. The long-striding Connells- leges is so keen that any boy
baker, many housewives have
elite, Ja., product credits much making the Olympic team has to
the real feeling that 'baking is
of is success to proper training. be good," he said. "$f a boy
an onerous chore, a chore that
"This year the boys had to can come out on top in our
they 'somehow feel brands thettr •"'"
reach their peak performance in Olympic trials it's a good bet
as "old-fashioned." To them, the
July to qualify for the Olym- that he'll come out on top against
kitchen and the stove have bepics," Woodruff said. "Usually' the world."
come symbols of what they cona track-man rests after August
He said the Russians have
sider the menial part of their
until he starts getting ready for really made great headway unmarital role. "As a result." Yost
the next spring."
der' their state program but
said, "they are favorably disElisabeth Kee (D) Marguerite Church (R) Martha Griffiths (D) Frances P. Bolton (11.)
He explained that for the first" added that he did not believe
posed to the appeal of convenWRIST VIRGINIA
ILLINOIS
MICHIGAN
01110,
time in history the Olympians it could compare to our free
ience that offers a short cut to
ItRE ARE the 12 women members of the U. S. House 'of Representatives, all running for rclelectiori
have .to maintain an edge over , system of college competition.
successful baking." For this reaNov. 6. The delegate from Hawaii, Elizabeth Farrington, also seeks to retain post. (lotterttationall
a period of several months after
Woodruff (will have more than
son, more and more of them are
the peak of the season to be a passing interest in the games
turning to the self rising types
ready for the games down, under this year because there is anof flour and corn meal. These
where it's summer when it's other long-striding University of
sums will brighten any section combining both height and the flours and corn meals are multiwinter in much of the United Pittsburgh Negro running the
' of the property with cheerful free flowering habits of the purpose in that they can be used
States.
800 meters, Arnie Sowell.
clear color, and
its growth Floribunda would be the Grand- in any baking situation. and offer
"They have to work but - they
Sowell brings back fond memthe
unique
guarantee
of
views
of
the
tanks
and
successHERE
ARE
fIghtiA
men
of Egypt, now
characteristics make it ideal for iflora class. Queen Elizabeth,
can't do too imuch. If they work lathes to the Army colonel who
engaged
with
ful
the
Israelis
baking,
plus
on
Egypt's
convenience, for
Sinai peninsula. They are
camouflaging unsightly areas.
another 1955 Award winner is an
too hard thvy might go stale, was on-top of the trikk World
shown on'recent maneuvers.
cakes, pies, muffins and other
(International)
but if they don't work hard 20 years ago. , •
Where color massing is desir- ideal rose in this class, offering
able, Floribundas will be found blossoms of clear pink both in
ot be particularly valuable. This clusters and in single blooms.
class of roses grow in a bushy Mojave, an Award winner in
form and lend themselves to such 1954, is a most unusual color.
a wide variety of uses as hedges, Perfect Hybrid Tea blossoms of
The boom in new home buildproperty borders and foundation apricot-orange offer a warm coning has found many new owners
plantings. White Bouquet, the trast to green foliage. And Chryfaced with the problem of landcurrent All-America Award win- sler Imperial, a Hybrid Tea winscaping their property with little
ner, grows low and bushy and ner in 1953, a stunning crimson
experience in the techniques reoffers heavy clusters of sparkl- red, is a continually popular
quired
for attractive results.
ing white blooms for a showy choice for the home garden.
These new home owners bring
display anywhere in the garden.
A little tire-planning will give
a fresh viewpoint to solving their'
Circus. the A.A.R.S. winner for the new home owner the oplandscaping need's, and more and
1958 is an exciting multi-color, portunity of making his property
more of them are turning to roses
its blooms changing color from the showplace of the: neighbornot only for funetional -reasons
Wilt to orange to red w
t h hood. By choosing roses with the
•sut for colorful results.
touches of buff and cream. Jim- A.A.R.S. tag, he can be sure of
Modern roses are among the my Crecket. a Floribunda winner getting the Champions of the
most adaptable of plants, and for 1955. is unusually attractive Rose World.
there is a class of roses to meet with its bright coral orange blosalmost every landscaping need. soms. Two other Floribundas
JUST A REMINDER
Level uninteresting sections can have maintained their great popbe brought to life with plantings ularity since being named to the
of briliant Hybrid Teas in formal All-America hall of fame. LiliKNOXVILLE. Tenn. 11/1 — A
or natural groupings. A little bet, a winner for 1954, produces
little girl, warned that shooting
planning in advance will enable lovely dawn pink clusters of
off firecrackers is illegal here,
the gardener to achieve either a color and Ma Perkins, a winner
turned over her stockpile to,
°dramatic contrast or a soft blend- in 1953 will give a showy disPolice Chief Joe Kimsey with
ing of shades for both indoor play of coral-shell pink.
the accompanying letter: "Dear
and outdoor enjoyment.
Wheie more height is desira- Chief: To keep me • out of
Golden Showers, a current A. ble, gardeners will choose Tif- trouble (on Halloween). I have
A.R.S. winner and the first fany, the Hybrid Tca which won decided to give you my fireClimber to be named to the All- the A.A.R.S. Award in 1955. Tif- crackers. So if you decide to
American hall of fame since 1941, fany si an exotic orchid "ink;'- shoot them, just remember what
can be trained either around a bearing its blossoms on long you told .roe."
post, over a fence or trellis, or stems. This unusual shade is perup the isde of the building. Its fect for accenting the landscaping
The Kentucky State Medical
magnificent daffodil-yellow blos- plan. Another excellent choice Society was organized in 1851.

et

The survey further, reveals that
three out of five women interviewed indicated that they like
or "love" to bake. Only oue out
of ten is indifferent and only
one in ten dislikes baking. Itecipe
books were mentioned by 67%
of the women interviewed as
general recipe source,' The next
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EGYPT'S FIGHTING FORCES

r,

New Home
Owners Turn
To Roses

•

Have you tried

SUNFLOWER

"ird, ts,

Corn Meal MDS?

ou

y

know all that

talk

you've been

hearing about the 19,57 new car

models being

really

new?

Well, in the case of the 1957 Buicks it's
true—gospel

OLD-TIME FLAVOR in light, light cornbread!
This is the wonderful Mix made from white corn
meal of highest quality and milled by Sunflour. To
give feathery lightness, a special blend of baking
powder has been added, with just enough salt to
season. It is so
carefully measuted
and mixed that you
get extra light, extra
tasty cornbread
'Mt Chki
RECIPE
every time!
printed on the bag

Also available plain

To 2 cups SUNFLOWER Corn
/
4 cups sweet milk
Meal Mix. add 11
or fresh buttermilk, I or 2 eggs
beaten silkily, 2 tablespoons
melted fat. Mix well. Bake in
or greased corn crick or muffin
molds about 15 minutes at 4254.50.

tl
Murray Wholesale
Grocery Company

4
.

r

true.

We mean these 1957 Buicks are new in the
precise and literal sense. We mean new
from the ground up, and from gleaming
grille to sassy taillights.
We mean new lowness, new styling, new
bodies, new windshields, new controls,
new safety-padded instrument panels,
new safety steering wheels, new seating,
new fabrics, new colors.
We mean new front end, new rear end,
steering,
new frame, new braking, new
roadnew
riding,
new handling, new
greater
of
chassis
ability—a whole new

compression from

their 364-cubic-inch

displacement.

mean, most of all, an advanced
new Variable Pitch Dynaflow*—so instant
in the starting range—so utterly smooth
and so totally full-range in "Drive"—that
your need for "Lou" is practically
eliminated.
And we

So come take in

these low -silhouette,

these boldly beautiful, these

instantly

obedient Buicks for 1957.
Then you'll sec why you can't blame us
for being so fired up about it all — and
how catching this excitement can be.
'Sete Advanced Variable Pitch Dynaliou, is the
only Dv:tallow Buick builds today. It is standard
on Roadmaster, Super and(entuo-optional at
modest extra cost on the Special.

solidity and safety.
the
We mean V8 engines new from
deliver
that
up—engines
crankshaft
and
an all-time high in horsepower
Yr

"!ACK AND THE SEANSTALK" ON NOV. 120:
spectacular brought to you by your Buick Deolet
...A pr.: IslIK-fit

WHEN UTTER AUTOMOMIAS ARE WILT WICK WILL WILD :MA

DENTON BUICK- COMPANY
607 to 609 Maple St.

Murray, Ky.
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the beginning of the party system in American elections.
Take John Adame, who ammo:eel TIturnage Jeffeiseiri in the cam _
iNtign of 1716. His enemies called John, behind his back. "Hite
neundity." The second president,
was indeed a fat buy.

Hot ordsFollow The
Campaigns

which one of us will be the. MP"

Public Demands Better Care
In Hospitals Of The Nation

In *kJ,'%heti 'thames Jeffersee wee running against Aarun '
Burr, one of his bitterest critics
was Alexander Hamilton. Hamilton said Tom -is a concealed
The American public haat de- the full picture.
voluptuary .. in the plain garb
Increased
And he was a little sore at his'of Quaker Fimplicity."
manded better health care and peal usage is an important hoefacnuigural because George Washimproved hospital facilitiee. These tor From 1954 tu
AS. Poor J.aimy
1955 the
iSgtoff still was the hero.
In 1808. James Madison was demands are being met by medi- total number of
Patients in a
J. A. wrote his wife:
running against Charles Muck- cal advance% and better equipped year increased by 727.090,
Ry HARMAN W. NicHoLS
or
hospitals.
e
Washington)
**He
Better
seemed
to
of
All
ney.
which
diagnosis
Washmoved
and a 3.5 per cent increase. D. Lane
Untied Press Staff Corre.pond•nt
enjoy a triumph over ate. Me- initial Irving to write: "Mrs. better treatment are made pos- 'Fyne*, Executive Director of
the
WASHINGTON
- Het et urds I I hard him say: "Ay! 1 em lair- Madoon the lovely Dolly a is a Sible by research, more trained Blot- Cross Hospital Plan of
have flown hither and v • ii since ly out and you're fairly hi. See fine. portly, buxom dame, who hospital personnel, and new me- Kentucky, states that • for the
has a smile and a pleasant word dital aisles in the hospital. Hew - Kentucky Plan the first six
for everybody. But for Jemmy— ever, these mean increased costs. months of 1958 showed an inalt. poor Jemmy! He is but a
It is inescapable that these crease of 15.2 per cent in utiliwithered little apple John.Costs are mused en to the patient zation over the corresponding
period in 1955 and the net in.
. Madison. 5 feet-4, weight 100 or his fame) Payments
must be
crease in hospital costs for the
• pounds. was the smallest of our met out of pocket
from sayings.
•ame periods was almost 7 per
presidents. He nad a squeaky or by bomuing, unless
the
%Wee that was -hardly audible." patient has budgeted against the- sent.
..but he was -gentle and kind." se cuts eith a
In the past, hospitals were
PreParment
But that was before radio and plan, which must help to carry
known for long hours and low
video could carry his voice the lead of the increased costs.
pay for employees, and hospitals
around.
This is particularly true in the
In 11140, Wtatant Henry Harri- ease of Blue Cross because of were generally understaffed fur
son's slogan was ''keep the ball the -services" or -unlimited pay-' these reasons. As this could not
e•ntinue. the hospitals have upJolting." His supporters tried to ment" features of the plan.
graded their entire salary level
keep a paper ball rolling hum
What is the rtsing hospital!! to meet the going wage rates
Kentucky to Baltunure -- over
roads, such as they were at the cost picture' The president of,' of industry. Also, for every
time. They made it after a lot of the American Hospital Associae: hospital employee the patient
patch work with men pushing tion points out an annual rise! sees, there are two behind the
scenes, contributing toward his
and using up a lot of paste and of 7 per cent in hospital cute!
care. Many of these, too, are
picking up a hit of old newspap- since 1946. National figures shine i
highly trained specialized workers from garbage heaps along the that from 1954 to 1955 the cosi
per patient day increased 6 pee l ers.
way.
cent and the average hospeall Expensive equipment, drugs
Had Shortest Term
bill increased 5.92 per cent'. and services, and trained perThe ball at last bounced into
From 1948 to 1955 the total ' sonnel are Available around the
Baltimore and eventually Harripatient tell increased 105 per clock ... 24 hours a day. every
i I
et
son gut to Washington.
•
cent.
day of the year.
blindfolded from de- 1, But Harrison wound up
with
AN 1111YPTI/011 offleer Is brought ashore
This, however, does not give
Hospital costs are expected to
stroyer rbralum Awal at Hata. Israel, after tee destroyer ten :the shortest term in U.S. presidential history. He broke down
in a white nee. It had be..n shentng Haifa, but NES fumed to
jlaisantisiial Radiophoto,
with ebillious pleurisy," likelg
-tier after taking a few h
•:
• pneumonia, and passed to his re.
ward a month to the dav of hie
,nurnphant inaugural.
In 1844. !eines K. Polk was
running and you can look it up
--he won. The Whig. shouted
•
-.Who is Polk" The word ran
around the country, Later, his..
turial Carl R. Fish noted: -14e
was the least conspicueus man
. who had ever been nominated
for president."

HAIFA: TAKEN OFF EGYPT SHIP

I
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all become real democracies.
It Is 11 notable fact that in
'
,none of the countries) concerned
is there any deep background
• of democietic
Hungary A One•Tiene Kingdom
Before World War II, Albania,
Bulgaria and Reenenia were monarchies. Si, was iruguslevia, now
under Communist rule though
no longer a Russian satellite.
By CHARLES M. McCANN
Hungary wits a kingdom withUnited Press Staff Correspondont out a king, under the rule of
The countries ed Eastern Eur- Adm. Nicholas liorthy
regent
ope seem to be heading toward Its government became increasa new periud in their political ingly authureariaii along Fascist
evolution.
lines.

East Europe
Nations Head
To New Period

ios

The revolts in Hungary and
East, Germany, after some
Poland Mallen Soviet' Russian years as part id the unstable
domination have a _ MZ:2
Weimar Republic, became a part
significance.
tif Hitler's Nazi dictatorship. ',Poland a n d
Czechoslovakia
It even appear.; quite poss.:ile were
republics. Poland, however,
that, within a few years, Com- became a
virtual dictatorship.
munism itself ma: well lose Czechoslovakia
alone. had a stabout in some of the countries le democratic
governthent
which have bee.: under Red
Countries Were Monarchies
rule since the end of Wcrld War
The lack of deep democratic
background is emphasized when
If that happens, a new
it is remembered that until the
tion will arise: 'That sort of end of World War
I every one
governments will -ee'-re the of the countries concerned
was
Communist distator_hips?
a monarchy or part of a monThey would not neceeearily archy.
It is pretty pertain that if
rise about 5 per cent a year some of the satellite countries
in the foreseeable future. 'Hos- freed themselves of Communist
pital administrators and their rule they would turn into dictaboards are trying to offset this torships of one kind or - another.
as much as possible by efficient Those which did not would be
and economical operation, and likely to 'billow the multi-party
to maintain high standards.
• system of parliamentary governAn adequate prepayment plan ment which has made politics so
for hospital and surgical care turbulent in Prance
should be a part of every family's
It is a curious part of the
monthly budget.
!European political picture that.

aside from Switzerland, newt of,
the count:eve ehicti are reakry
data* talent unarehiee rite
Netherlands, Denmark, hie:revile,
Sweden, Benoupe and Gres/ Britain, which noes not regard
itself us part tf Europe
United States UM Politically
It is curie** also that Americans, who roped theruelves as
citizens of a new country, *Odom stop to ninth that politically
the United .Stetee is an old one
Of the great powers of Europe,
Bream alegie has a democratic
conetitutiehal system older than
that of the United States. France's birth as a republic followed
that ed America. Until World
War I, Russia and Germany
weer autocratic monarchies. Italy
became a republic only after
Wurid War II.
The people of Eastern Europe
have still to acquire, by experience ,the political education
which is necessary for democratic
self-rule.
It is likely to take them a
long time, But, at least, their
freedunt from the ugly pestilence
of Communism would be a gigantic step forward.

Charged For Roasting Hen
----KNOXVILLE, Tenn. IP —Two
men were charged with arson today for roasting a chicken. Police
said they found Neil Edwards
and Durith Curston roasting the
chicken, feathers and all, over an
open fire they had built in the
middle of the floor in a home
here.

EDEN ON THE SPOT

Season For
Geese, Ducks
Open Soon

SIUTISH PEW MINISTER Sir Anthony Eden—on the spot In the
British-French attack on Egypt—leaves No. 10 Downing street
in London after conferring there with French Premier Gpy Mon
let. With Eden is British Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd. Eden's
government "hangs in the balance." (international Radiopleoto,

Cabber Girl's

..and only

OW/ bowl!

SPICY APPLE WAFFLES
Yteid 4 servings
1Si cups sifted allpurpose flour
2 teaspoons,Clobber Girl
Baking Powder
14 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ground nutmeg

3 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons shortening
2eggs. separated
1 cup milk
112 cups pared, roarsel',
grated apple

Sift together flour, Baking Powder,salt, nutmeg. and
sugar into a mixing bowl. Cut in shortening until
mixture is fine. Beat together egg yolks and milk and
add all at once to dry ingredients Blend ingredients
and beat just until smooth. Stir in apples. Beat egg
whites until stiff but not dry Fold into batter Bake
in waffle maker following manufacturer's directions.

Do-it-y
Remember, s 1155 1,est, mesedlents In your howsr-baNKI
rec,pe that make thongs Hole MINN, slay fresh longer.

• NOW EXCLi, :ELY KNOWN AS
'GWDEN Wire( THE
THE BAKING ,
C
PIAEANCED DOVEL
Ft Li

tA

AND ,r

By Wilted Press
Kentuckians can hunt gee
.a
ticks in the state from Saturday through Jan. 11, and the
state's deer hunters will open
iheir first season in two decades
t, next week.
•
The long duck and geese season promises to be one of the •
best in many years according to
, reports by Duck:
, Unlimited, an
, organization Meet checks the duck
population at the nesting grounds
n Canals. Repelets indicate the .
; ereatest crop of guelcs in several'
years and with favarable wee'.her ;
many of' them should be seen and •
aervested in Kentucky.
In addition to the regular
hunting license a 12 federal cluck
-amp must be held by hunters.
• The limit on ducks. is fear pei
day or a bag limit of eight, after
we or more days of hunting.
For the geese the bag and peeseision limit is five. No woodducks may be killed this season
and the bag lime on geese may
not contain more than two Canadian geese.
Shouting hours are from out
half hour before sunrise to one
half hour before sunset (Central
Standard Time).
•
The deer seasen opens Nov. 8
and runs through Nov. 10 in 27
counties.
Indications are that the herd
will be from 20,090 to 30,000 deer
Kentucky wildlife officials said.
• The hunting hours are from
3unn2e to sunset •(Cestral Standard Timei and only bucks with
at least two points on one antler
. may be killed with the limit et
one, deer a hunter. A S5 deer
hunting permit must be held by
the bunter as_well as the regular
hunting license.
Hunters may fire rifles with
; ceater fue cartridges with restrictions also on the caliber.
'graind and bullet weights. Shotguns of any gauge may be wee
reit !heels must be loaded wile
a single slug.
The counties where deer nee
' be taken are Christian.
Lyon. Trigg,
cock, Hepkins, Bunn. Meade.
Breckinridge .Hardin, Nelson.,
Edmonson, Hart, Barren. Cumberland. Metcalfe. Breathitt, Perry,
Kpott. Carter.
Flemins, •
Grommet. Mc re a.r y, Pulaski
Lewis and kowdJ north of US.
SO.

.Livellgston.

'
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THE NEW 1CelP7t/i9C 15 Completely New

from Power to Personality
Fresh from 100,000 miles of testing, the '57 Pontiac is on display tomorrow!
Even a brief once-over of Pontiac's sleek new lines tells you that you're in at the
start of a styling revolution. And that glistening sheath conceals a carload of
engineering "firsts" —all polished to watch-work perfection in the toughest test ever
given a new car.
This '57 Pontiac pounded the road through 100,000 miles of tests..,through it
all Pontiac engineers refined and perfected every feature of this great car.
They made Pontiac's big, new power plant even more efficient than its predecessor,
the engine that set over fifty new world records and led all eights in miles per
gallon! They perfected the new suspension system, new controls and new StratoFlight Hydra-}4itic4 to give you the smoothest riding, easiest handling—and safest
—new car ever to hit the rood!
See and drive this new '57 Pontiac. Sample in a single mile all that's been proved
*A. •rtro•coott option
by 100,000 miles of testing.

addput

MORE 1Kg SUPPORT
SYRACUSE, N.J. 6P —Presi- 1
aent Eisenhower today received
, some unexpected last minute Imp- ,
port in his bid for re-election.
Henry B. Kraiewski, a tavern
, owner and former pig farmer'
running for the presidency as the
American Third Party candidate.
withdrew Sunday in favor of the
President.

AND THE FIRST CAR AT ANY PRICE WITH .
Pontiac Exclusive
-longer and lower than ever before-the year's most
distinctive new automotive styling.

STAR FLIGHT BODY DESIGN—a

THIS
"first.'for
'57 -perfectly color-matched with the exterior.
NEW

INTIENION

STYLING—WITH

“OFF-THII-SHOULDER" LOOK—a fashion

,

NEW STRATO-STREAK V-S— 270 h.p. in Star Chief
and Super Chief, 252 h p. in the Chieftain-with smoother
4
.
Strato-Flight Hydra-MaticL
-LINE RIDE— the ride sensation
of the year-a new suspension system based on a big
124- or 122-inch wheelbase.
CLOUD-SOFT,

POPULAR-PRICED SERIESStar Chief • Super Chief • Chieftain

See America's Number0Road Car-On Display Tomorrow!

MAIN STREET MOTORS
1406 WEST MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KY.
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LEDGER & 'PIMPS

lions and newspapers — through
planning, quick communication,
painstaking tabulation, and the
sweat of thousands of toiling
newsmen. The big burden of toil
is from sunset to sunrise.
Answer By Dawn
By dawn, the publfc usually
knows most of the answer to the
ho won?" question. By noon,
they'll probably know—fqr sure
By H. D. QUIGG
--both the president and t h e
United Press Staff Correspondent
Congress.
NEW YORK RP — Around
His newspaper, his television
evening-meal time next Tuesday
and radio sets, bring swiftly to
a modern miracle will begin unthe American man-in-the-street
folding. It is a miracle of the
the big picture formed by 80 milpress.
lion ballots. It's the assembling
The lines of votes at 150,000
of this musaci that takes some
Areteriean
polling
places will doing.
have melted. The sound of penThe United Press on election
cilsquiggle and lever-click —
night will marshal 8,000 editorial
The tiny noises of a nation
workers. The reporter asks the
reaching a decision—will have
precinct clerk: "Quick, Jim—who
faded.
won? The figures speed by teleThe paper ballots and voting
phone to the nearest U.P. bureau.
machine dials wii: hold the opinThey are funneled to a selected
ois and emotions of more than
U.P. bureau in the state in which
80-million, persons. Totted up,
they originate. There they are
these votes will tell what Amertabulated county by county into
ica—and the world—are wonder.:
a state total.
ing! Who won?
Trickle To Flood
The answer lies in the totting
THIS IS PART of the network of oil pipelines In Arab nations
Bit by bit the figures flow on
...and in the totting lies the
which Egypt has asked other Arab states to blow up. These
special "tab" wires across the
miracle. It's a job done, not by
(international 13oun4photo)
are at Ras Tanura, Saudi Arabia.
the government, but by the priv- country to United Press election
ate erterprise of press associa- headquarters in Washington. First
the trickle, and then the flood.
Between the hours of 10 p.m. and
midnight—if the 1.952 presidential election can be taken as a
guide — United Press tabulators
BLANTON CREAMO's distinctive.
will count votes at a clip of 140,ness over highest priced spreads is
000 a minute.
greater than other margarines...
To cover the national election,
the UP. is adding 10,295 miles
to its leased, wire network. That
because it is the only margarine
means that on election night and
that combines the smoothness
until noon next day the U.P. will
and flavor of cream with the
be receiving totals and sending
out comprehensive news stories'
economy and nutrition of fine
on 350,000 miles of wire in the
,vegesoble oils
United States. Adding in the telephoto network brings the wire
mileage to 371,000.
Translated Into Stories
In the state bureaus, state and
regional writers translate the figures into stories that flow on regional wires to news media. In
Made from choice vegetable OilS blended wi fit-free milk, crew, end enriched
with 15,000 units of WismIn A
the big Washington bureau, amid

Miracle Of
The Press Is
To Be Shown

SMITHORONA

MURRAY,IENTCY

PAGE NINE

a maze of fast-changing charts ate, House, governors -- a r e
and humming tabulating ma- smudged; the tabulators and
chines, deskmen and political writers are into their seventh cup
writers pull the vote together of coffee; the reporters are codand assay its meaning.
dling aching leg muscles; the
At 80 words a minute the news' U P. accounting office is begindispatches are tapped out by ning to think about the $100,000
printer machine on the trunk cost bite of this one-night operawire - stories that gi-ew and tion.
But the public has the news.
change and are scrapped for new
stories as the early skimpy returns
become a
groundswel
through the night.
In 1853, Stephen Collins Foster
By morning the big charts that published his immortal s on g,
record the races—president, San- "My Old Kentucky Home."

OF MICE AND WOMEN
ROTHERHAM, England flit —
Police said students caused a
near riot at the Empire Theater
when they released 24 white
;nice among a bevy of nearnude teenage girls doing "The
Jungle !Vance of.- Desire." Seven
girls were on stage when the
mice tried to get into the act.
Two wore only G-strings, while
the other fiye were partly covered by flimsy veils. The girls
and the mice fled — in opposite
directinns.

SUPER - RIGHT FULLY MATURED HEAVY STEER BEEF

0.0 ND
EAK

USAGE<

lb. G9°

2(C74:TLI y)5.7

1-LB.
CELLO

LB.
BAG

BAG
29c

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
SUM RIGHT—ANY SIZE CUT

Slab Bacon
Ground Beef.

35c Hams

lb.

lesions 5

11 TO 16-LB. AVG.
/WHOLE Lb. r t%
Jj-/
%OR BUTT

39
c
4

Lb. PLIOF
By. )
2"
BAG

CALIFQRNIA TOKAY

25 Grapes •'
25c
3 Doz. 1"
Oranges
••

250

FRESH, CRISP - In
Cello Bag

SIZE

JANE PARKER CHOCOLATE

IONA CALIFORNIA CLING

PEACHES
79c
8
SLICED OR HALVES

• Full-width ?Andean*
• Coiorspeed IC.eyboard
Quiet Operation
•
• Floating Shift
Protected Type Facie
•
• Quickest Margins
Around Steel Fran*
All
•
• Supersposod Action
"write"
beautiful
Crisp,
Clean,
•

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
OF THE

Ledger & Times
Ask For Greene Wilson
•

Ivory Soap

44-

260

DROMEDARY

CAKE MIX

1
.
54

GRAPE JELLY
2 It. 39c
(Sc Off Deal)

LB. 59C

254

ANN PAGE PURE

2 Large Ears 31*
3 Regular Ears 29* ,
4 Guest Bars 2.5#

DOMESTIC SWISS OR SHARP CHEDDAR

44-07..
CAN 254

211-0Z.
CANS

• WHITE
• YELLOW
• DEVILSFOOD

t.

Pim

L
ipEt
z
.
a.

310 QM&

DETERGENT
31,
MAW!
TEO.

49,

GET A SOOK-A-WEES 'TILL YOUR SETS COMPLETE
Volume No. I
With $2.50
In Purchase

SOAP POWDER

/
1
2 PRICE
2 PACK
DEAL

zuNILu ENCYCLOPEDIA
250

Blue Cheer
Telephone 55

JAR

11-0Z.
CANS

A"

Famous Smith-corona Features

59#
VALUE

Af):Li
Beef Stew With Beans rttg3
2 'z I"
Sweet Pickles
35'
Sauer Kraut
2
25°
Bask Beans rib7 3
Tomato Juice,
Pumpkin
111-0Z.
CANS

CHIFFON CAKE
:
4
CHEES...
REG.

29-0Z.
CANS

AkP

lbs. I.

-'..JUICY FLORIDA

CARROTS 2.

"
A

4j

39c Cod or Perch Gil )11). 25c

lb.

Lb [OF

PARTY
PAK

SHANK
PORT
Lb.

PAN READY—FRESH FROZEN FILLETS

SUPER RIGHT FRESH

U.S. NO. 1 YELLOW

The new Smith-Corona Pacemaker
has the performance, workmanship
and ease of operation that have,
made Smith-Corona rnadihies famous. It lacks only some of the
more elaborate features for special
typing put-puns that you And on
more expensive models. Actually,
because of this, the Smith-Corona
Pacemaker is easier to operate and
maintain. Why don't you see it and
try it today?

Ph. 225
Murray, Ky.

SAVE
at A&P

SUPER RIGHT PURE PORK

PACEMAKER .-Apples(

HILLSCALE I EVERYTHING BUT PRICE

Professional Bldg.
204 So. 5th St.

SIRLOIN STEAK LB. 79' PORTERHOUSE OR T-BONE STEAK LB. 99'

10 Lbs. 75°
5 Lbs. 390

TERNS
AVAILABLE

CLOSED THURSDAYS
except by appointment
beginning Nov. 1st.

YOU'LL

CORTLAND—ALL PURPOSE

$16950

D.S.C.
Chiropodist - Foot Speclatist
announces that his office will
be

w

10NATNAN—ALL PURPOSE

SENSATIONAL
VALUE...

Rupert E. Stivers

ALL OTHER VOLUMES ONLY
94
4 WITH ANY PURCHASE

75°

All Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, Nov. 10th

75'

-7747A-r
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"RODV" A RATTLE TESTER
CLIFTON. N J
A woman ecittstily told police she saw
a b.el
iii the open trunk of

THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 8,- 1956

a car ahead of her driving down
a busy highway. A quick telephone tall to an auto agency
on the highway and police had

the woman's "obdy" for her—a
The pneumatic process of conmechanic crouching iti the trunk verting pig iron into steel was
of the car to cLettx1 rattles US developed by Wilhiun Kelly in
It was being road-tested.
Lyon County.

6,1

THE 1952 PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

AND NOW; NOVEMBER 6, 1956
iL

PERCENTAGE
Of DEMOCRATIC
POPILAR NOTE: 44.5
EIIMILK

111 11
AS roe usgs

VOTE: 330

•

10 Ti ELECTION WINS

June Taylor
Has Big- Job
For Gleason

to go along with Jackie. When
we do something a 'little clifferent, the response is pretty
good, but it's nothing like the
re.ponse from our precision
' cancing."
Miss Taylor, a former dancer
who switched to choreography
; after tube
tuberculosis laid her low
in 1938, joined forces with Gleason in 1951.
By WILLIAM EVvALD
"Back then, everybody was United
United Press Staff Corresc.,neent
Prose Staff Correspondent
amazed when Jackie wanted to
WASHINGTON UP - A hunNEW YORK (tit — June Tayput 16 dancers on TV. Our ' dred
lor, a blonde honey who toils
years ago, the newspapers
budget only called for them to
in the'country were crying that
off-camera for Jackie Gleaso
n. be used two weeks, then
we
faces the squeezies asignment
were going to cut down to eight. John C. Fremont coulcin,t
in TV each week — trying to
Mr. F., the first man ever to
But the girls became so famou
s
pack 32 legs and 16 faces into in
under the Republicaa banner,
two weeks, we couldn't take !run
nian.i.
your TV tube.
them off.
Miss Taylor is choreographer
You can look it up.
Feared Copying Rockettes
for Gleason's Saturday night
Franklin Perce, the rentin
"I had no intentien of doing
g
CBS-TV bash. As such, it is
precision dancing week after !head of the country, decided that
her job to maneuver her 16 week.
You know the part where he had had it-with a little proddancers (the legs) and Gleason's
they kick all in unison? Well, ding from his spouse. James Bu16 models (the faces) into a
I didn't even want to do that chanan, came into the picture.
reasonably rhythmic machine.
Mr. Buchanan was a Democrat
— I thought it was a little
"It's not easy," said Miss Tay- ' too
The popular vote was 1,927,
much like the rockettes.
995 to
lor cheerfully. -There are just
"But Jackie said — 'Don't 1,191 ,555. Buchanan came
up
so many ways you can move
worry about the Rockettes. The with 174 electoral votes to
114 for
them. And with all the precision people
in Idaho never get to eremont
dancing we do, it all has to
see them and that's who you're
11. Is interesting to look back
be mapped out pretty carefully.
at
dancing for."
the editorial comment 100
You can really wind up in a
yeark
"And you know, he was right ago.
hopeless mess if you don't.
again. Funny thing — I was
' Likes Pesels4on Dancing
No Front Page Politie
sitting in Rniiin _r_ity recently
s
--In tho= days yuu
"Frankly. I would 1i to do watching
• find !
the Rockettes and -a any
hot news on the front
more adventurodS things, but litt.e girl
behind me
pages..
Jackie
iike his dancing they're copying the j_
Taylor lio.Ltly it was for the sate of
slow or—artistic. And I have dancers?"
n111.e. coming 'in zrom
Ke...niucey. ;
. Or bever hais shipped
its from
England. Polities were to
be found
! mostly on the editorial
pages.
For instance, the
Washington
; Star, printed a piece
winch said,
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
"Fremont is a dead cock
-to ,
-borrow,a chose phrase
fromthe
A4CLUI1011(1 Va.
Whig."
she Star ;and the
lutelligencer,
• •TOKAT
the
Dig
.4
paotrs in town at tthe
MISKOLC
time, went aiong issue
Li Oun•Ardi R
alter Issue
tesung peopie
GYOER
that 'they ought to;
DEBRECEN
louk at the "plebs
/unary' elec•,•,•A
tions in Pennsylvania
and Indiana,
.vEsbitlia
•SZOUVOK
Where the Democ
rats held the
upper
hand.
•
•PK ik,S7
I.
' 'The Star viewe '
d with more
than considerable
alaim what it
vo.Posvot
ROMA
said
NIA
had happened in
•
•
PennsysusSURD
lvania. It quoted a
reporter for
the New York Herald
as saying
that the city of Philag
elphia was
HUNGARY
"carried by the reception
in the
ballot box Of some
YUGOSLAVIA
I
6,000 votes
fraudulent by the Democr
ats."
This performance, if it
TURNABOUT STRATEGY on the part of the Soillict found
ever
happened, never was
forces pouring into rebelling Hungary from
proved.
three sides: CzechoBut facts stand.
slovakia IT), Russia 12). and Romania 131,
and attacking rebel
cities of Miskolc. Tokay, Szolnok and Debrec
Jimmy Buchanan was
en (heavy type) lb
elected
the northeast with armor, planes and airbor
president of the United
ne troops. Budapest
States
in 1956. He had a
(4) was ringed by Soviet armor. Soviet tanks also
couple ef
were closing
In On Gyoer (5), rebel stronghold in the northw
first
and
at
least one last.
est, where leaders
called on the nation by radio to have confid
He was the only
ence in their cause.
bachelor
president we ever had.
And
, that also takes care
of the
last.

Fremont Was
T
arget 100
y
ears Aixo

EXTRA TOOTS FOR ELECTION
NEW YORK MI — The long
Island Railroad announced it will !
try to whistle out the vote next ;
Tuesday. Every train engineer
will pull an extra long, firm !
"toot" after every regular whistle
signal on election day. It will
serve, the railroad hopes, "as a '
sort of figurative string around
everybody's finger."
-In 1902, the first Kentucky
Fair was held at Churchill
Downs, Louisville.

De Solo's 1957 line represents complete change from end to
end, from tire to top, iaside and out. Some of the highlights are
seen in the shove grasp. Upper left is the high-style soaring and
canted rear fenders with the distinctive triad lights. Upper right
Is the massive new front grille and bumper. In the center is an
overall shot of the Firedome four-door showing the new color

. ......,...1. ........a.-......
sweep and striking new body lines and expansive rear window.
Below (left to right) are the capacious trunk, the new dash panel
with its accurihbon horizontal speedometer, and to the left of the
dash is the new triple-range push-button transmission mechanism.
the wider and higher windshield curving at top and sides for 3.1
..3,
percent more vision,and last the optional dual horisontal headlighls.

•Tornorraw:43 the cicfY••• they ga on display

m6117
OLcSr'ACDla I IL.
NJ-MW

SOVIETS TURN ON HUNGARY

imirBudapest *-

saw...3

THAT'S HOW MANY

ova No •

Buchanan As Loader •
Jim Buchanan, better
known
among the cartoonis
st
. of the
day as "Old time,
perhaps
wann't the best leader we ever
had — but we have to accept
hint as a leader, none the less.
The man of the hour 100
years ago was known ,,as a
,t'*doughface," ineaging be was a
. Northern politician in sympathy
I
• with the
.South.
For 12 years, he - fought fel
, the presidential nomination. aria
• fiddled and 'bided his time, in
; the House of/ Hepresentatkveb,
as a U. S. Senator, and minister
to Russia, Brnain and secretary
of state.
Getting back to the cartoonists.
The: quill pushers had- a lot of
fun with the man Buchanan.
His top-knot always was stand
tog -erect. Not only that he was
near aighted Art one eye and far.
.sighted in the!. other.
When he -posed for pictures,
he always cocked his
hf,ali to
one sine, whichever stole tie
favored.
RM. SU54A4 ROWE holds up five lingers In Culver City,
Calif.,
to indicate how many years ahe's lived beyond 300.
She enjoyed
a slice of birthday cake, but was forbidden a breakf
ast of hot
.cakes and sausage.
(faternotional Soundpkoto.):
6
—

ALL thcrets •
!
rkiNiv Is
caLmat
3!MEW SERIES 1
17 ALL-NIEVV' MO1:1E1.--S
Sem, thorn now.
In cour.ispcovvrcaorn !

So MUCH THAT'S NEW-80 111.7cH THAT'S ExcTuSiveLT Ows! Come make your choice—from 17
glorious models in three great Oldsmobile Series
. Golden Rocket 88, Super 88, Starfire 98. In
every exciting model, you'll find new engineering
values—new styling accents!

Plus a great new
277-horsepower Rocket T-400 Engine—new Wide.
Stance Chassis—a host of extra•value features!
Here are big reasons why, for '57, the accent's on
Oldsmobile...the car that puts the accent on you!
Come choose your favorite right note

NEW PARRIS Si :mins.--there's nothing quite tile a!

NEW SUPEJt IS FIESTA—smart new mrslel for the station wagon set:

SEE THK NEW 1957 ROCKET ENGINE 01.CISMOBILES1 NOW ON DISPLAY IN OUR SHOWROOM!

J. T. Hale Motor Sales

Gen. J•ohn Hunt Morgan raided Mt. Sterling. June 8, 1864.
He was shot and killed by Union
ff wets at Greenville, Tenn.,
Sept. 4, 1964.

Seventh and Main
Telephone 833 - Murray

320 W. Broadway
Telephone 96 - Mayfield

COME IN! YOU'LL LIKE OUR QUALITY WAY OF DOING BUSINESS!
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acting job—bui---would be'• Jett
forever moving gabby contestants
from one plateau to the next.
-When 'The '$04.000 Question'
gut fainous; I gut famous along
with it — accidentally — as the
emcco," said Murch over lunch.
"It began to drive me crazy. 1
felt like a non-entity. The show,
not me, was successful. I decided
I'd better do an acting job real
last, so 1 . did 'Dream Girl.'
By ALINE MOSBY
Yet it wasn't long ago he was kitew if I waited four months
Umted Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWODD I1 —Hal March, afraid he'd never get another 1-ieger I'd never get a job as an
oft- -one TV spectacular tonight
and with twu more in the even,
figures he's finally been accepted
as an actor and not a $64,000
freak of show business.
The affablt, handsome March
is in Hollywood to guest on the
Dinah S sore program tonight,
and next he'll tackle starring
roles on NBC in "High Button
Shoes" and "The George M. Cohan Story."

Hal March
Accepted
As Actor

steel Was
Kelly in

ro

THE BLONDE
DANCING
DIED KELLEY
ROOS
by

Audrey Kelley Roes. 0 11111111by Keay Rana
yright 0 ISO by %Innate and arailkata.
Ws Deed, Mead Is Ce. Wed. Copiiiiesrueitee
be gum Vesture'
I
There had beer
I portions of it
don
•
"Mr Toily, I pleaded.
CHAPTER 34
something on that tape that hist.
HEN Ralph Tolley landed on be a problem"
He pounded harder, yelped given him a clue. thall had given
my left foot I cried out with
him hope I forced my mind beck
a painful groan that was not louder
"All right!" I shouted "If trying to remember every word
wholly hypocritical. I sat down
)f
on the floor and grabbed my you're going to be unreason- , of dialogue, every inflection
those two vtec?.5
ankle. Poor Mr. Tolley was al. able. . . ."
Conic on Stubby let's t&t,
I left him and hurried out ot
most tearful. He kept mumbling
' atm t wanna talk . . . dinner al
the apartment.
how sorry he will.
Maryto:fl's
you hated Waite.
t
. .
minutes
It was seventeen
"No," I said. "My fault."
. yea
you killed Walter .
the flour of four when I returneo
"Shall I call • doctor?"
to the dancing school building I did the world a favor . . .
h "No! No.. . this often hap- was my elevator's only paasenSteve had spoken to me then.
liens to me. I'll be all right, ex- gel. I leaned back against the The volume had been too loud,
cept that In about half an hour rear wall and tried to think of he'd said, it was blurring. But
niy ankle will swell like a bal- an explanation for my absence if tie hadn't wanted me to play that
loon."
Leone demanded one of nne But part over again: it was the end
"I'd better call a doctor."
I couldn't seem to concentrate of it he wanted especially to hear.
"Nol But there's something I was only thinking of Steve . 11 paced back and fort/ along the
you can do. You can help me he had seventeen minutes left to mirrored walls trying to rehome."
prove he wasn't a murderer How member exactly how the record
"Of course, certainly."
was he doing . .. where was he? had ended.
"You run ahead and find a cab, Soddenly I realized that the tee?". Anita's voice had been a wheedhold it at the door for me."
ling whisper. That was smart,
vator boy was speaking to me
"Then I'll come back and help
last August it was
1 said, "I beg your pardon?"
Stubby . .
•
. . and the police still think it
"He got another one."
"No!" I said irritably. "Didn't
another
got
. Stubby's
was an accident .
"Who? Who
you hear Me? I'll be all right what?"
voice had broken through hers,
for a while. You get the cab, hold
"1 Just this minute heard it on his speech drunker, drowsier than
it, stay with it. I'll follow you the radio in the basement. A before. Tired . .
so tired . . .
clown in a minute."
news flash. The Waltzer has gold medal . . . Then Anita again,
•
"All right...."
struck again!"
pleading. Wait, Stubby, don't fold
up now . . . And in loud disgust:
"And lizten. I'd a' precletts4j,4f • "What?"
you wouldn't mentun this to a
"Yep. Again. Murdered her . . oh, damn you, Stubby . . .
That was the end of Stubby,
soul. If Mr. Bell he nil about my and hid the body."
weak ankles . .. e1l, it would
"Wha .. whom did he murder there wasn't any more because
the phone had rung and Anita
mean a diahonorae discharge
verty."
had answered it. She had said,
lor me . . . abject
"A new teacher at the school
.
Hello . . . the same to you .
"1 won't tell a so "
Hester rost."
lust a second . . .
'And hurry . . . d n't altlopf t
"Hester Frost!" I covered my who is it . . .
The recording had stopped
talk to einyboily!"
fame with my hands. "Oh, no, not
there.
"Of course not."
ester!"
It a-as eight minutes to four,
He hurried away. I ot &SI fly.
"Yep. You know her?"
I wasn't going
feet and went to the 400r of the
1 n. lded. •'Heater and I were and I knew that
heard an egy• clime. How did it happen?' to be the one who had ferreted
studio. I waited until
Out the secret in that tape. If
elevator's doors open bnd do
.'He lured her into a rendezhadn't succeeded in doing
then I grabbed my icoat an
vous on Tttird Avenue. Some guy Steve
headed cautiously for qie recep- named Wendell Kipp seen them it ...
I stopped my pacing and I was
tion room...Caution Was uiurcesn- together. He tried to intervene,
floor in the center
emrity.
sa ry ; Otr roue,'
but the Waltzer dragged Hester staring at the
. at a small piece
.
1i Twen
senirept,if later
ap on a roof. That's the last she of the room .
of black paper that lay there.
irty-flia in14a)tail to four . .
was ever seen."
It hadn't been there a few moI was .limping 4444 .aufe 'apart"Poor Hester."
smooth glishgnd glider ply
ment, litst
"The police," the boy said, ''are menta ago; on this
tening floor it was as conspicuous
elbow.' I let him esco'rt me into searching for the body."
footprint. 1
edge
the
dinosaur
40ton
muddy
a
as
the bedroom. I
"And when they And it," I said.
saw
of my bed.
"It will no doubt be mutilated." took a step toward It and
"Would yosie4;1•11," / said. "my,
"Yep," the buy said. "Mutilated what it was. It was a silhouette
of me, a cut-out of my unclassislippers ... they'fe In that closet beyond recognition."
there."
The elevator door slid open. cal but serviceable profile. 1 will
irresistibly drawn
"Not at all." Ralph said.
Leone Webb was at ner desk intrigued, 1 was
He opened the closet door, She was turned to her typewriter to this minor work of art and,
stooped into it to look for the on its wheeled table There was as 1 stepped closer, I saw the
)dippers which were under my a chance that she was too in- heavy du .,ng needle sticking
bed. Swiftly, silently, as treach- solved to notice me I was care- through it. I was about to bend
erous as a lady coyote fighting ful not to disturb her. I made it, over and pick it up when 1
for her mate, I was behind Ralph. I got through the reception room, Jerked back. 1 stepped quickly
With a diabolical thrust I sent into Studio K. This would be the away, back to the mirrored wall.
1 had remembered another
him tumbling into the closet. I safest place for Hester Frost to
e, hey,. ef her horrible piece _of_ black paper like. this
,
,ei
alartlined abut the door. I locked be jowl
one. I had found it in Anita FarIt.
end hit the school.
Inside the closet there was a
It was twelve minutes to four. rell's dead hand. It had been •
great thrashing about.
Steve had had more than two silhouette of her . .
"Mr. Tolley," I called, "listen hours to work on the tapes, to
What can Connie do? Read
, to me. I'll let you out as soon as try to find in them the solution
I can."
to Anita's murder. He had been of he.' last splae-chilling momenta In the murder room tot He began pounding at the door, interested only in the Stubby remorrow.
cording and then only In certain
yelping at me.

Prim
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actor MOWfrom quiz shows, March is tak"Thirty per cent of the
the country &dal aidesroun know ing on a new one. Beginning
a
I was an actor, and expressed Nov. 111 he'll be niaEter-of-cerewasps-lie in _their rvvicws. And monies for three beautiful girls
compete in a beauty-talent
l'd been .in vaudeville: nightclubs
.•:-t, a -Miss America" of the
and singer! It was very frustrat- co:screens. The final winner
ing."
whopping ;250,000.
After he did "The Bachelor" will collect a
"Who knows where this will
on TV March was in as an allround actor. But sitting with him end?" sighed March. "Soon tkey'll
it's stil hord not to think of that be giving states away. Or, win
music
and contestant's two huiran beings and start your
slinky
booth on -; he $64,000 QuesUon." , own race."
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protein
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and

—See Comparisons
With Meat, Milk, Fish, Eggs
And Other Foods

Your big problem in child nutrition is to get
them to eat enough of the substantial foods
they must have for normal physical and
mental development..
Which means a well-balanced diet of protein, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals, such as come in meats, milk, eggs,
fruit, green-leafed and yellow vegetables.
And Wonder Bread, which helps supply
yotir child with protein for growth, carbohydrates for energy and many vitamins and
minerals for normal development.

child to eat plenty of Wonder Bread.

This suggests that you do 3 things:
(1) Start your child eating 8 slices of
Wonder Bread today.
(2) Measure your child's 'height and
weigh him today.
(3) See how height and weight increase
in 3 months; 6 months; each year.

Get Wonder Bread fresh from your
cer today.

Fresh And Tender
have no trouble getting your

And start helping your child ei.-w Li
and stronger 12 ways.

You

11111ould

Because fresh Wonder Bread has a tender
texture and crust; a mouth-wateringaronta.
And-Wonder Bread makes perfect toast.

Cent znental BaL 59

prn
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12 Ways To Growth
Wonder Bread contains 12 essential food
elements that help your child grow normally.
The amounts of these 12 food elements
in Wonder Bread are compared with similar amounts contained in other foods.
This does not suggest that Wonder Bread
take the place of these other foods. Or that
your child is deficient in any of these elements, particularly cobalt, copper, zinc and
manganese.
However, the fact is Wonder Bread does
contain each of the 12 food elements approximately in the amounts shown.
And,as leading nutrition specialists have
pointed out, each one of the 12 is important
in nutrition.
Thus, when you give Wonder Bread to
your child, you know you •re helping your
child grow bigger and stronger 12-ways.
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Civic Groups
And Police
Cut Damage.
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Sy HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Prot. Staff Correspontlent
WASHINGTON 414 - Civic
groups and the cops have taken
a lot of the temper out of our
young on Halloween night.
Parties are held to keep the
, kids out of mischief.
A lot of churches hold hoedowns, give the little ones a
beany full of goodies each and
send them off to ring door bells
in the good name of charity.
In my day we played "trk•k
or treat" first, then we went
around destroying property, running off with farm wagons - 10
kids pulling and 10 others pushing.
We pushed over out houses:
once, in my memory, when it
was occupied by the chief of
police. Trouble developed.
Halloween is a cut-down version of "All Hallow? Even."
That is the evening before "all
Hallows' Day." or "All Saint's
Day." Pope Gregory III in the
8th. Century dedicated a chapel
in the Vatican basilica to all
saints, known and unknown, and
'set Noe. 1 as their festival.
Dedicate Of History
Kids today, of course, still
goo up, cut the legs of Dad's
old pants and prowl their neighborhoods. And if they hide behind false fades, they are doing
what history dictates.
Man has been running around
in false faces since history started to be recorded: For ceremonial
dances, worship, on the stage,
and in the grim business of
itting man against man in
fighting wars.

- SPORT PARADE -
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DIPLOMATS BUSY AS EGYPT-ISRAEL WAR FLARES

By OSCAR FRALEY
club as a 1.0,1 lel nor is - this
United Press Sports Writer
a knock at his suecessoni-George
NEW YORK ill" --- Prefessional Ratterman. Babe Pi.rilli a n d
football is staving unbelievably Tommy CeGodriell. It was simoly
today at the end of an era.
'that, in six years as the whipFor six years, or ever since snapper of the Brown attack,
they joined the National Football Graham had convinced every
League. the Cleveland Browns Ione of the Browns that he was
have been in the championship the man who made them go.
playoffs every season. Three
Ratterman, before his injury.
times they wen the world championship and three times they and Parilli and O'Cluinell all
have made a valiant effort to
were runnerup
fill the gap. They were tackling
But this year they have won an impossible task simply beonly one game in five startg cause they didn't have the team's
and lie buried at the bottom confidence that, like Graham,
of the league's Eastern Division. they could spark the impossible.
Slowed Down By Age
There are two factors which
• "Age is slowing them down
produced this unexpected turn
land, with it, they no longer
in the Browns' fortunes. One have the ability to bounce back
was the retirement of quarterfrom the bruising .play which
6'ack Otto Graham. The other
Is a pro football trademark,"
was "Dodgeritis," the creeping
explains one coach who would
effects of reflexes slowing under
not permit use of his 'identity.
the years.
So the combination is lowering
Graham Sparked Attack
the boom on the Browns - and
The loss of Graham had to accenting the fact that the most
have a terrific effect on the valuable man in pro football
today is a versatile offensive
quarterback.
M
The pro premium now is on
quarterbacks who can pass with
even a fair resemblance to Otto.
Which means that two of the
prime pro prospects are Purdue's
Len Dav.'stin and Stanford's John
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oIotov Is

In Good
Position

By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
The Polish revolt against Soviet Russian domination has put
"old Bolshevik" Vyacheslav M.
Molotov in a very nice spot.

Every time anybody in the
Soviet inner leadership mentions
Poland, Molotov is in position
to say:
"I told you so."
Whether Molotov will be able
In Africa, as well as Alaska to capitalize on his position-at
and parts of the United States the expense of Nikita S. Khrulthe'
where Indians live, men still chev and Premier Nikolai A.
depend on masks to involk the Buganin - and whether 'he
wants to - remain to be seen.
. spirits. Or "scare them away."
But certainly, from the BolSome Indians of the Southwest shevik viewpoint, Molotov has
have masks made to fit over been right about the danger of
the skull and down around the "Tito of Yugoslavia broke with
shoulders. Round heads for the the late Josef Stalin in 1948.
braves; square heads for the
Shared Stalin's Hatred
squaws. No offense to the lady
Molotov fully shared Stalin's
Indians intended.
hatred of Tito to r rebelling
Mothers Wore Maths
against Soviet dictatorship over
-Mothers in some countries have 'the East European satellite cotitibeen known to wear face cover's tflea.
Molotov was thrown out of
to make the young fry behave
and take on their nourishment. his post of foreign minister to
make it easier for Khrushchev
Headpieces worn in some early aria Bulganin to make friends
Greek plays sometimes had hid- with Tito again.
den megaphones inside. The idea
It can harly be doubted that
was to amplify the emotions of the Polish rebellion - and the
the actor, as well as his voice.
prospective rebellion in HunThis added up to show the gary - will strengthen Molotov
folks who bought cheap seats in the Soviet Communist Patty
in the bleachers or the outfield Presidium which rules Russia.
whether the actor was trying
There is talk now that Kbto emote. simulate sorrow, joy rushchev might be ousted from
or if he was plain mad at his job as first secretary of
somebody_
the Communist Party. If he
might go with
The masks our little kids went. Bulganin
wear don't scare anybody. And him.
In that event. Molotov might if the church doesn't supply
them with lollypops, the good or might not get either the
American family has a few prime ministry or the Commomorsels to give away. Pennies nist Party leadership if he wantand nickels. too.
ed them.
It is quite possible that, at
If charity benefits, that's fine.
If they leave the soap off my 66, he does not want either
car windows, that's very fine.
post and would prefer to remain
a vice premier and top policy
holder.
His Durability Emphasized
.
Molotov's pres'ent position of
strength emphasizes his durability
In the tough game of Communist
power politics.
He is a comeback, artist of
note. He was premier from .1930
to 1941, when Stalin took over
that job to direct war policy.
For a while, from 1939 to 1941,
he was foreign minister as weir
He continued in the foreign
ministry until 1949. Then he
was "demoted" but remained
one of Russia's several vice
premiers. It turned out that
Molotov really was detached
from an active cabinet post to
take charge of Soviet Far Eastern policy.
After Stalin's death in 1943,
Molotov was called back to the
foreign ministry. His loss of
that position last June certainly
was a demotion - slap in the
face for Tito's benefit.
Molotov Was Right
Now, it is apparent even in
Moscow that Molotov was right
all along in his warnings against
Titoism. What is surprising is
that Khrushchev and Bulganin ,
thought they could relax the
Soviet grip on the satellite countries without asking for trouble.
In Poland especially. hatred of
Russia - not merely of Com.
munism - is inbred.
One of Molotov's strengths is
that he has been around a lot
for years, attending international
conferences. He has seen something of tete world. Khrushchev
and Bulganin have been going
around for the • last couple of
years. But their background is
almost incredibly narrow. All
Pierre Barjet
414 through their careers, they have
OVERALL commander of the" seen a distorted picture of the
British-French attack on Egypt i world from inside the Kremlin
Is British Gen. Sir Charles
walls. That is a basic weakness
Keightley. Deputy attack corn
In Soviet leadership. and a cot-mender Is France's Adm. Piresponding strength in Western
(International),
erre Barjot,
leadership.

BrItie.
t in the interim, it has
become fairly evident that at
long last those Browns "is dead."
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EGYPTIAN PRESIDENT Carnal Abdel Nasser Is engaged in a round of diplomatic discussions as his
troops fight to repel an invasion by Israeli forces. Here he is shown as he met with Soviet Ambassador Evgeni Kisselev (top left), British Ambassador Sir *Humphrey Trevelyim (lower left),
United States Ambassador Raymond Hare (top right I and Frene.h Charge D'Affaires M. Dorget
(lower t'ght). Ti.e crisis has split the U. S., England and Frante.
(Internet kraal Radiopholos)
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